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Home management of
Fever in Children

Introduction

Fever occurs when the body temperature goes above the normal range of 36.5°C-37.5°C. A raised body
in children yet it causes heightened concerns in parents and caregivers. In healthy children, most fevers are
short in duration and usually harmless.

Signs of fever
ą
ą
ą
ą
ą
ą
ą
ą

Feeling cold
Feeling fussy and uncomfortable
Warm to touch
Shivering
Looking flushed
Sweating
Feeling tired
Loss of appetite

Causes
Medical conditions ranging from benign to
potentially serious ones include:
ą

ą
ą
ą

Infections caused by either
bacteria or viruses such as
chicken pox, common colds &
flu, infection in the ears, sinuses,
gastrointestinal tract and other
parts of the body
Reaction to vaccinations
Autoimmune or inflammatory
disorders
Rarely cancers such as leukaemia
and lymphoma

Home Management
A thermometer is required to monitor the
child’s temperature. Temperature taken
rectally gives the most accurate readings
for infants and toddlers. Three main goals
in caring for a child with fever are:
1) Making the child feel more comfortable
ą
Dress the child in light comfortable
clothes, do not over bundle. Keep
the
surrounding
environment
comfortably
cool
and
well
ventilated.
ą
Children with temperatures lower
than 38.9°C usually do not require
medication unless he is fussy and
feeling uncomfortable. In this
case, Paracetamol or Ibuprofen
(over 6 months old) may be given
according to the product’s dosage
and frequency instructions. Do not
give Aspirin to children.
ą
Encourage rest.
ą
Let the child eat what he wants, do
not force feed.
ą
Although usually not necessary,
sponging with lukewarm water may
help lower temperature. Do not
sponge for more than 30 minutes
at a time and stop if shivering
occurs. Never apply alcohol in the
bath or skin to reduce fever.
ą
Use a fever-reducing cooling gel
patch on the forehead.
2) Prevent dehydration
ą
Encourage your child to take plenty
ą
ą

Photos by:

Disclaimer

ice-pops
such as tea as it can cause your child
to lose water through urination.
A well-hydrated child will pass
light-coloured urine regularly.

3) Monitor for signs of serious illness
ą
Be on the alert and seek immediate
medical attention when the child :

- Is less than 3 months old and experiences a
fever
- Feels sicker or complains of pain
- Experiences a change in mental status
- Becomes extremely irritable or lethargic,
sometimes with inconsolable crying
- Develops a red or purple skin rash
- Shows signs of dehydration from persistent
diarrhea or vomiting such as reduced urination
and sunken eyes
- Oral, ear or forehead temperature exceeds 40°C

Conclusion

Fever is not an illness; it is the body’s natural
response to fight an infection. How high the
fever isn’t necessarily an indication to the
severity of the condition. While it can be selfmanaged at home, it is important to look out
for signs of more serious underlying illnesses
that require prompt medical assessment.
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editor’s note

Babies are popping out around me. Literally. I’m not a mother yet; in fact I’m not
even married yet, but something about new life makes me inexplicably happy. The feel
of baby smooth skin, the infectious giggle, even the mere presence of a cheerful baby
can wash all the pressures of the day away. After all, what do babies know of stress and
deadlines? Such mundane things don’t exist in their delightful little world!
Mommies and daddies though have one of the toughest jobs in the world. And for
first-time parents, their uncomplicated life instantly becomes a whirlwind of diapers,

Like & follow

us at:

w w w.facebook
livewell.baby
twitter.com/li

nightly feeds and other parenting duties. I might not be at the mothering stage yet
(although people like to describe me as the motherly sort), but this issue has tons of

instagram .co

.com/

vewellbaby_ sg
m/livewellbab

y

useful articles that can guide you on your way. From positive discipline tips (p. 12)
and knowing what goes on your child’s dinner plate (p. 18) to being financially
prepared for birth-related risks (p. 62), we’ve got you covered from head to toe!
It’ll be a crazy journey, for sure. But trust all the other mommies and daddies when
they say: it’s absolutely worth it.
PS: In case you don’t already know, I’ll be your new editor for 2015 and hopefully
beyond. Stay with me on this exciting ride as we navigate the minefield that is babyand-toddler-dom!
Editor
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All readers who are featured on this
page will receive a hamper from Nestle
worth $100. Each hamper is packed with
a variety of baby foods that are big in
nutrition for small tummies and include:
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Wendy Soh
Petir oad

If you have something to get off your chest, then write
in to us and you could win a prize! Simply send it in
with your name, age, address, IC number, and phone
numbers. Letters may be edited for length or clarity.
EMAIL: lilian@pinghealthcare.com
(subject header: Letter Box)
The products within the Nestle hamper are meant for babies above 6 months, so
only mothers with babies above 6 months and residing in Singapore are eligible. Any
entry from mothers with babies below the specified age will not be entertained.

All Nestle Toddler Nutrition products
provide your child with nutrition for his
growth and development. All products in
the hamper are suitable for children from
8 months onwards.
Sponsored by:
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R

emember the time when you were a
swinging single and swore how your
child will never be as rowdy as those
you see out on the streets? But if you find yourself
constantly treading on thin ice around your
child, then you might be enabling a potentially
destructive pattern that could have a negative
impact on your family.

IT STARTS FROM YOUNG
Children typically start to assert their
independence from the time they are 2 or 3. They
may respond by saying “no!” to their parents or
unleash temper tantrums as a way to manage
their anger/frustration.
When parents choose to give in to their
child’s demands in order to appease them, then
this might send the wrong signal to the child.
After all, this is when the child is testing their
limits; just how far can they go before mommy or
daddy gives in?

12
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If this goes on long enough, then the child will
develop a pattern of acting out to get what they want.
This is power play at its most innocent; where the child realises
that they can hold their parents hostage with the threat of an
embarrassing tantrum in public.

“I DON’T LOVE YOU ANYMORE.”
Can you imagine it coming from your little baby? Neither can
I. That’s why many parents would rather give in to their child’s
demands than hear such dreadful words.
The result is sadly inevitable: parents start to be afraid of
their child both at home and in public because they are stuck in
a vicious cycle where they cannot discipline their child properly,
not without risking a very loud outburst they cannot handle or
their child threatening to withdraw their love.
By this time, the child would have trained the parent to give
in on cue. In other words, the parents are negotiating on their
child’s terms and not the other way around.
But this doesn’t mean that you’re a bad parent nor does it
mean that your child is evil incarnate. It simply means that
your child, like all living creatures, has learnt to take the easy
way out and that is to pressure you beyond your ability to
handle so you’ll just give them whatever they want.
Unfortunately, this also means that you’re enabling
your child’s bad behaviour—which could have upsetting
consequences for the rest of the family. For instance, your
other children may feel anxious all the time because they don’t
know when, where or what will set oﬀ their unpredictable
sibling. This might cause them to withdraw into themselves and
become afraid of expressing their feelings.

NIPPING IT EARLY
Infant expert Magda Gerber once said, “Lack of discipline is
not kindness, it is neglect.” This couldn’t be any truer because
children need boundaries if they are to grow up respectful and
mindful of social etiquette.
Letting your children get away with ill behaviour will not
only harm them in the long run, it will also undermine your
authority as a parent. As your children grow into teenagers,
discipline will become even more of a problem since they would
have already formed the habit of throwing tantrums just to get
their way.
But this is not to say that you should apply the rod whenever
your child steps out of line. Being the innocents they are,
children may not know how to express their frustrations in an
appropriate way so it’s up to you as a parent to teach them how.
Eunice Tan, Founder of Flair Academy of Modern Etiquette
and Etiquette Plus Academy, explains. “I have a parent who
came to me for ongoing classes, she said her daughter (8 years
old) did not show her respect and is rude to her. The girl was a
lovely child and behaved well in class.
“After observing how the child interacted with the mother,

14

I realised that when her daughter snatched the water bottle or
bag from her, the mother kept quiet and smiled at the girl.
“The mother knew that it was rude for the girl to do that
but she did not stop the girl from doing that nor asked the girl
to apologise. She was giving the wrong signal to her child.
“The child thinks that it is okay for her to do that. I told the
mother to explain to the girl that her behaviour is not correct.
As a parent, the mother’s role is to direct and guide.
“Sometimes this is not an easy job and the child may not be
happy. But by saying nothing and allowing the behaviour, the
child learns that good behaviour is expected for others, but that
the mother can be disrespected. The mother is also showing a
lack of confidence and self-respect.”

DISCIPLINING YOUR CHILD THE
POSITIVE WAY
You might associate the word ‘discipline’ with that super strict
discipline mistress/master you had back during your school
days, but it really doesn’t have to entail the rod or an insane
amount of scolding to get your children to toe the line.
Here are 6 eﬀective parenting tips to help you navigate the
minefield of positive discipline:

[1] LEAD BY EXAMPLE
You’re probably aware of this, but children do what they
see their parents doing. Just like in the highly successful
community service video (Children See Children Do, 2013) by
NAPCAN (Australia), children basically take their behavioural
cue from their parents. After all, who else is the best role model?
So if there is an undesirable pattern your child is adopting,
chances are you might be the cause of it. “Every family has
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diﬀerent values in life. Some parents are brought up with
values—showing respect, ethics, integrity, kindness,
good manners etc. Some families, however, do not have these
same values,” said Eunice.
“Behaviour frequently echoes values and if the child doesn’t
experience good manners at home, e.g. the parents often argue
openly in front of the child and hurl strongly-worded language
at each other. The child will follow and behave badly too.”

[2] NOT TOO YOUNG TO LEARN
Some grandparents or parents might have the misconception
that the child is too young to understand what they are
doing. As a result, they allow the child to get away without
consequences or addressing the behaviour.
Eunice, however, believes that children should learn
social graces from as young as 1 year old. “Children are like
sponges, they absorb well and they learn from modelling. It
is best for a child to learn good manners as soon as possible
to avoid the [situation] where they choose civility less often
as an adult. Therefore, it is never too young to start learning
manners and etiquette.”

When you’ve lost control,
sometimes your response may
be to spank the child. Frequent
spankings may “solve” the
problem for the time being, but
it could cause the child to act
out even more at a later stage
and damage your parent-child
relationship in the long run.

[3] MEDIA EDUCATION
You might think your child is too young to understand what’s
happening on television or social media, but it’s still important
to help your child realise that not everything they see on
television or movies is acceptable.
For example, your child may not know that swearing is bad
so you’ll need to step in and explain why it’s not okay to mimic
the same behaviour in public and at home.

[4] YELLING & SPANKING = LOSING
CONTROL
Have you ever gotten into a shouting match with someone and
no one ever emerges victorious? Yelling or ‘losing it’ when it
comes to disciplining your child only signals one thing: you’ve
lost control of the situation.
When you’ve lost control, sometimes your response may be
to spank the child. Frequent spankings may “solve” the problem
for the time being, but it could cause the child to act out even
more at a later stage and damage your parent-child relationship
in the long run.
There are a few reasons for this:
t 4QBOLJOHJOWBEFTBDIJMETTFOTFPGTFDVSJUZ WJPMBUFTUIFJS
trust and shows disrespect.
t *UBMTPUFBDIFTUIFNUIBUFYQSFTTJOHBOHFSPSGSVTUSBUJPOWJB
violence is acceptable.
t *UNBLFTZPVSDIJMEGFFMQPXFSMFTT XIJDIDPVMEDBVTFUIFN
to act out later.
t 4QBOLJOHIVSUTZPVSDIJMECPUIQIZTJDBMMZBOEFNPUJPOBMMZ
They might think that there is something wrong with them
(instead of their behaviour). As a result, your child may
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develop body image issues and low confidence.
We know it can be hard, but one way to do this is to be
focused on the behaviour you’re trying to correct. Your child
might be screaming, but try not to be drawn into doing the
same thing. Point out to them that such behaviour is not
acceptable instead.
If you feel like you’re about to lose your temper any
moment, it’s perfectly okay to remove yourself from the
situation. You can return to the discussion later when you don’t
feel as angry.
Avoid bringing up past mistakes or wrongdoings to
humiliate the child, for this will only breed resentment. As
much as possible, your child should feel that you’re being fair at
all times.

[5] CONSISTENT & NON-JUDGEMENTAL
One thing that child experts often advise parents is to be
consistent when disciplining their children.
For instance, your child might try to find loopholes in
the house rules that you had set. Being consistent means you
stand firmly by your rules, lead by example and practise a nonnegotiable stance with your child.
But this doesn’t mean you can’t hear them out if your child
has a grievance about the “injustice” they have experienced. Set
aside a “feedback session” where your child can express their
thoughts without fear of parental judgement. This is also a time
where you may want to hold a constructive discussion with
your child.
Once your child understands that discipline is not a liquid
concept to be changed at their whim, they will be able to
internalise rules and behave appropriately.
For some working parents, another caregiver such as a
grandparent or relative may be taking care of the child. In some
cases, both parties might not even share the same ideas on
discipline. Since this could confuse the child, an eﬀective way will
be to get everyone involved (parents and caregivers) to sit down
and discuss a consistent set of rules the child should abide by.

[6] STAY CALM & DON’T TAKE IT
PERSONALLY
This is perhaps the hardest thing to do, but try not to take
it personally if your child misbehaves. You might see it as a
reflection of your parenting, but remember it’s not about you.
Your job as a parent is to manage your child’s behaviour
and to love them unconditionally nevertheless. Sometimes your
child acts out, not because they are doing it deliberately, but
because they are tired or frustrated.
When this happens, an eﬀective thing to do will be to
calmly take them out of the situation and allow them to regain
control of their emotions in private.
For example, if your toddler is screaming at the top of
his voice because you refuse to buy him the candy he wants,

then tell him coolly that you’re not getting him the candy,
he is making too much noise and you’ll leave if he continues.
Make good on your word. Take him out of the store if the fuss
continues so he’ll know you mean business.
Is your child prone to tantrums when going to certain
places? Then a preparation talk beforehand will help greatly.
Set specific ground rules like “if you hit people, we will leave
immediately”.
We know parenting is one of the toughest jobs in the world,
so don’t feel discouraged. The road to becoming an empowered
and eﬀective parent is a long and arduous journey, but the
feeling of seeing your child grow up to be a socially responsible
person with positive traits is definitely all worth it!
LiveWell Baby Vol 45 e°Feb.Mar ‘15
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What’s on your

e
t
a
l
p
child’s
A for Apple, B for Banana, C for Cereal and N for
Nutrition… Is your munchkin getting all of his ABCs
on time? Rashmi Ullas leaned on the experts for
her girl’s nutrition.

Y

our baby is just around 20 inches when he arrives, but grows
50% taller within a year. This accelerated growth spurt has to be
supported by nutrients.

ONLY THE BEST COUNTS
But a baby diet cannot be a random load of calories or nutrients; everything has to be
measured for growth and development. If the meal report card looks something like
this, then you’re on track, according to the National Institutes of Health, USA.1
AGE

FOOD

PROGRESS

REMARKS

Birth-4
months

Breast milk

From 8-12 to 6-8 feeds/day

Your child is doing great on breast milk

After 6
months

Breast milk

6-8 feeds/day

Breast milk is best milk, keep your child on it

Iron-fortified cereal

From 1-2 to 3-4
tablespoons of cereal 2
times/day

Your baby’s iron reserves are depleting. Keep up the iron supply with infant rice
cereals!

6-8
months

Milk

4-6 times/day

Your baby will start to decrease his breast milk intake by now.

Infant cereals

Up to 50g of cereal in
150ml pre-boiled lukewarm
water in 1 serving/day

Your baby should be slowly introduced to baby cereal in small increasing
quantities so that the food can be digested well.

Strained plain vegetables*
and fruits**

2-3 tablespoons through 4
servings/day

Your child may be allergic to some foods, you can track it by giving one new
fruit/vegetable at a time, waiting 2-3 days in between

Breast/formula milk

3-4 times/day

Solid foods play an increasingly important role in your baby’s diet.

Infant cereals

50g of cereal in 150ml preboiled lukewarm water in 2
servings/day

You can give your baby a variety of cereals that are available in the market or add
some home-made fruit and vegetable purees into cereals (introduce 1 variety per
week)

Strained, finely ground
meat

3-4 tablespoons

Your child needs to adapt to meat. Oﬀer only 1 new type of meat per week

Fruits and vegetables 3-4
tablespoons/day.

4 servings per day

Give your child a variety of fruits and vegetables so all nutrients are covered

Eggs

3-4 times/week

Your child may be allergic to egg white, so give only yolk until he is 1 year old.

Highly nutritious snacks

1-2 servings/day

Introducing snacks that are nutritious in between meals will keep your child
happy and sated before the next meal.

Milk

2-3 times/day

Your child needs fat for growth so keep him on full fat milk.

Infant cereals

50g of cereal in 150ml preboiled lukewarm water in 2
servings/day

These cereals are chunkier in texture, and contain bigger pieces of fruits and
vegetables that can satisfy your baby’s urge to chew when he is teething

Highly nutritious snacks

2 servings/day

Introducing snacks that are nutritious in between meals will keep your child
happy and sated before the next meal.

(first solids)

8-12
months

After 12
months

* Plain vegetable: green peas, potatoes, carrots, sweet potatoes, squash, beans, and beets.
** Plain fruits: bananas, applesauce, apricots, pears, peaches, and melon.
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Reference:
1. Available at: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/article/002455.htm
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NOW’S THE TIME
Ideally solids are recommended after 6 months of age, but not
later than that.
Experts suggest that solids can be introduced if the baby
has doubled his birth weight, has control on his neck and head,
can sit with support and is able to tell (express) when he’s full.
Sometimes you may notice that your child can’t take his
eyes oﬀ your plate. This is also a sign that he is ready to try on
some of it, himself.

STEPPING UP ON CEREALS
Cereals are a great source of iron, energy and calories.
Introducing them in stages will help your baby adapt to them
more easily. Iron supplementation is especially important
because the maternal reserves deplete gradually and suﬃcient
iron should be included during weaning.

CULTIVATING SAFE BABY
FEEDING HABITS
s &EEDING SOLIDS TOO EARLY CAN LEAD TO
OVERFEEDING AND OPEN DOORS TO ALLERGIES
s /FFERING ONE NEW FOOD AT A TIME CAN HELP IN
TRACKING ALLERGIES IF ANY 
s 3OLIDS ARE BEST GIVEN IN A SPOON RESERVE ONLY
MILK AND WATER FOR BOTTLES
s 5SING A SMALL SPOON WHILE FEEDING CAN AVOID
CHOKING

After 6 months (first solids) - The first in the list is rice cereal.
To begin with, rice cereals are the best. Rice is introduced first
because it is relatively bland, can be mixed into a thin paste,
provides necessary iron, is non-allergenic and is easy to digest.2
You can follow any order of introducing foods, as long as they
meet your baby’s nutritional needs and are easy to digest.

CERELAC IS BIG NUTRITION
FOR SMALL TUMMIES

After 6-8 months - It’s now time for your baby to proceed to a

Give your baby 2 bowls of CERELAC Infant Cereals
every day to meet 100% of his nutritional needs:
t EBJMZDBMDJVNBOEJSPOOFFET
t %)"BOE#*'*%64#-QSPCJPUJDT
t WJUBNJOTBOENJOFSBMT
t &BTZUPEJHFTU

thicker cereal mix. His body is getting used to the solids and he
now can take more quantities. You can start with more varieties of
grains and fruits at this stage.
8-12 months - Now is the time for a combo meal; you can
mix diﬀerent grains with fruits and vegetables (eg: oats, wheats
and prunes combination). You can make the cereal a bit
more textured than the previous stage, like adding small, soft
chunks of fruits in the cereal.

DON’T HESITATE TO DAB SOME FAT
Salts and sugar could be avoided for sometime. Your baby
doesn’t miss them because he doesn’t know how they taste.
Low-fat and skimmed milk are not meant for toddlers
below 2 years of age because it’s an age when your baby’s
growth is very fast and he needs the fat for energy. Fat in
moderation is good for him.
Nutrient deficiencies such as calcium, iron, and Vitamins
C, A, B6 are not uncommon in developed countries and
therefore cannot be ignored.3 Dieticians recommend a baby
diet with a variety of foods from each of the food groups
(breads and grains, meats, fruits and vegetables, and dairy).
Reference:
2. Available at: http://www.homemade-baby-food-recipes.com/best-first-food-for-baby.html
3. Available at: http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/article/002455.htm

Did you start your baby’s journey to solid foods with
CERELAC Infant cereals? This baby cereal is not only
tasty; it’s packed with all essential nutrients needed for
your munchkin’s growth and development.

Kickstart the first solids journey with Brown Rice and Rice
with Mixed Fruits when weaning starts after 6 months.
When he is ready for textures, let him try Oats, Wheat and
Prunes. Finally, welcome his first birthday with Multigrain
Garden Vegetables. These purely delightful flavours are
something your sweetheart WILL love!
Give your baby big nutrition; give him CERELAC
Infant Cereals!
CERELAC Infant Cereal is a complementary weaning food for children after 6
months old and can be part of the child’s varied diet.
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toddling

Eating
for a better

tomorrow
A toddler’s day is meant to look
‘haphazard’, so how can the little one be
tied down to timetables and routines?
Or, can he? Guess whose brand new
biological clock starts ticking at Month 2.

Y

ou heard me. The incredible (spelt overwhelming)
thing about setting baby schedules is that they’re
‘unreliable’! Today it’s wake up at 3 am for play, and
snooze at 7 am. Tomorrow, it’s wake up at 5 am for poop, and
snooze at 9 am!
But (before you go bananas), let me tell you that these
erratic baby patterns can be tamed (Phew!), even if it’s the
toughest nut to crack.

2-6 MONTHS
Life eased just a little bit for me (a 2-month-old mom). I was
finally able to take a slightly longer breath between the feeding
sessions.
I wanted to make the certainty last and so I jotted down the
activities for the day. Only this time, I tried to fit in both her
needs and mine.
6.00 am: Milk time

3.00 pm: Milk time

6.30 am: Cuddle time

3.30 pm: Play time

6.45 am: Play-time (wake up
family time)

4.00 pm: Evening stroll

8.00 am: Morning nap (Mommy
breathes)

6.00 pm: Milk time

5.00 pm: Short Nap

9.30 am: Milk time

6.30 pm: Grandparents
time

10.00 am: Morning stroll

7.00 pm: Daddy time

10.30 am: Cat nap in
Mommy’s arms

7.30 pm: Family interaction
time

11.00 am: Milk time (optional)

8.00 pm: Stroll

11.15 am: Play time

8.30 pm: Bath time

11.30 pm: Baby spa (oil massage)

8.45 pm:

12.00 pm: Bath time

9.30 pm: Sleep time

12.15 pm: Milk time

1.30 am:

Milk time
Milk time

12.45pm: Sleep time (Mommy
breathes again)

WAIT & WATCH
Experienced mommies gave me a very wise suggestion – ‘throw
out the idea of a schedule for the first two months. After that,
think pattern, not schedule’. I owe it to them.
When the baby is out and trying to make sense of his
surroundings, it’s a bit cruel to keep him from what’s most
comforting–feeding and being carried around.

GETTING STARTED
When the first two months have passed, it’s time to decode the
‘when’ and ‘how much’ to feed!
All babies fuss to be fed, squall when sleepy and squeal in
joy, that too in rhythm. I kept a log to track these cues and
worked towards feeding my baby a few minutes before the
fussing began. It worked!
By the time she was 3 months old, we had together
conquered the haphazardness of babyhood. We had a routine
for bath, play, feeding and also pooping (yay). This certainty
was indeed blissful.
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6-9 MONTHS
After 6 months is another milestone, because your baby will begin
solids. This means fewer feeding times and more bonding times.
At this stage, I was able to fine-tune my baby’s tiny body clock so
the randomness almost disappeared.
Steady rhythm through the day only means that everybody else in
the house will get to sleep through the night. That was my aim–to look
more human and less zombie.
My timetable for this stage was something like this:
1.45 pm:

Milk and sleep time
(mommy breathes)

7.30 am: Play-time (wake up
family time)

4.45 pm:

Snack

5.15 pm:

Evening stroll

8.00 am: Breakfast (baby cereals)

5.45 pm: Grandparents time

8.30 am: Morning walk

6.30 pm: Cat nap

9.00 am: Milk time

6.45 pm:

9.30 am: Morning nap

7.00 pm: Daddy time

10.30 am: Snack

7.30 pm: Dinner (baby cereals)

11.00 am: Play time

8.00 pm: Stroll

12.00 pm: Lunch (baby cereals)

8.30 pm: Bath time

1.00 pm:

Baby spa time
(oil massage)

8.45 pm:

1.30 pm:

Bath time

2.00 am: Milk time (if baby gets up)

7.00 am: Milk time
7.15 am:

Cuddle/Coo time

Snack

Milk time

9.30 pm: Sleep time

TROUBLESOME TODDLERS
Infants are easy to deal with when it comes to meal times. Wait until
they turn 1 and begin to pick what they want to eat.
It was the experts’ advice: toddlers should be given nutritious diets in
regular schedules every 2-3 hours–that saved the day.
I set a target of 5 nutrients-packed meals (breakfast, lunch, dinner
and 2 nutritious snacks) throughout the day. Our timetable looked
something like this:
8.00 am: Wake up time

1.00 pm:

Bath time

8.30 am: Breakfast (baby cereals/
fruits with milk)

1.15 pm:

Nap

9.00 am: Visit to the play area

3.15 pm:

10.00 am: Midmorning snack

4.00 pm: Snack

10.30 am: Morning nap

5.00 pm: Visit to the play area

11.30 am: 1 serving of fruits

6.30 pm: Dinner (porridge)

12.30 pm: Lunch (baby
cereals)

7.00 pm: Milk time

GERBER GRADUATES®
TODDLER SNACKS

FOR A NUTRITIOUS
SNACKING EXPERIENCE IN
BETWEEN MEALS!
With GERBER, snacking will become
the best time of your baby’s day. These
nutrients-packed snacks come in a range of
mouth-watering varieties.
GERBER Puﬀs: Made of whole grains,
this snack is fortified with 8 vitamins and
minerals, including Vitamin E, Iron and
Zinc. These puﬀs melt in the mouth and
fit correctly in the tiny little fits, thus
encouraging self-feeding skills.
GERBER Yogurt Melts: This snack is
99% real fruit and yogurt, yet mess-free.
These freeze-dried, bite-sized yogurt treats
contain live, active cultures and probiotics
that help to fight against harmful bacteria,
thereby maintaining a healthy digestive
system while your baby pops in his favourite
snack! Plus, his growth and development are
supported by the calcium and Vitamins A, C
and E that are loaded in the yummy melts.
GERBER Grabbers: These grabbers are
real fruits on the go. Each pouch contains 2
servings of fruits* and are rich in Vitamins C
and E.
*Each serving is 1/4 cup of fruit for toddlers.

3.00 pm: Milk time
Activity time

7.30 pm: Sleep time

Through this exercise, I now understand that baby training is all about
patience and perseverance. Everything has to be planned from the
start and carried along in pattern. There’s really no room for ‘let’s do it
tomorrow’.
See, I told you that there are many joys to parenthood!

For babies from 9 months onwards
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The

Fishy

”
“
Business of

As a parent, this question must be at the top of your mind. How do I raise
a gifted child? What can I do to help my child reach his or her intellectual
potential? Well, aside from attentive and loving parenting, there is one
other “secret” that you can turn to—a balanced diet that consists of
nutritional goodies like fish oil.

Y

ou might think that fish oil is like the cod liver
emulsion that you took as a child, but they are really
UXPEJĊFSFOUUIJOHT'JTIPJMDPNFTGSPNUIFnFTIPG
deep-sea oily fish such as tuna, salmon and herring. Cod liver
oil, on the other hand, is extracted from codfish liver.

BRAIN BOOSTER
Since they come from diﬀerent sources, their nutritional
makeups vary as well. Fish oil is said to contain less Vitamins
A and D than cod liver oil, but it’s richer in omega-3 fatty acids
like DHA and EPA—which support brain development and eye
health especially for children.
There are also a number of small studies claiming that
omega-3 can help children with learning or behavioural
diﬃculties such as dyslexia and ADHD. In an experiment
done with over 100 students from 12 Durham schools in
England, it was discovered that about 40% of students who
were given omega-3 supplements with their meals showed some

22

improvement after the trial period of 6 months.
Although the omega-3 fatty acid used in the experiment
was only Eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA), it appeared that
omega-3 fatty acids play an important part in improving brain
functions. One student, in particular, showed a considerable
leap in reading and even started displaying an interest in
classical music. Before the experiment, he was struggling with
his schoolwork.

HEART SUPPORTER
When it comes to cardiovascular health, omega-3 is said to
be just as beneficial. In fact, the American Heart Association
recommends eating 1 to 2 servings of omega-rich fish a week
because it’s believed to reduce the risk of heart disease!
The reason for this is due to the unsaturated omega-3 fatty
acids in fish that are said to do the following things:
t 3FEVDFJOnBNNBUJPOJOUIFCPEZBTJUVBUJPOXIFSF
the body’s overzealous immune system turns on its own
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toddling
tissues—which can result in damaged blood vessels and
heart disease
t -PXFSCMPPEQSFTTVSFBOECMPPEDMPUUJOH
t %FDSFBTFUSJHMZDFSJEFTBUZQFPGGBUUIBUJTGPVOEJOUIF
blood and used by the body for energy, but is unhealthy at
high levels
t 3FEVDFSJTLPGDBSEJPWBTDVMBSSFMBUFEQSPCMFNTTVDIBT
stroke, heart failure and irregular heartbeats

WHEN IT’S NOT ENOUGH
What happens when we don’t consume enough omega-3? Well,
since the human brain doesn’t produce the fatty acids on its
own, a deficiency could result in the following symptoms:
t %SZTLJOBOEIBJS
t #SJUUMFPSTPGUOBJMT
t %BOESVĊ
t %SZFZFT
t *OBCJMJUZUPGPDVTPSDPODFOUSBUF
t &NPUJPOSFMBUFEJTTVFTTVDIBTBOYJFUZ EFQSFTTJPO NPPE
swings etc.
t &BTJMZUJSFEBOEQPPSRVBMJUZPGTMFFQ
t "UPQJDBMMFSHJFTTVDIBTFD[FNB
t 4LJOSFMBUFEQSPCMFNTTVDIBTTDBMZQBUDIFTPOUIFTLJO
4PZPVTFF JUTSFBMMZRVJUFJNQPSUBOUOPUUPMFBWFPNFHB
out of your child’s diet.

OMEGA-RICH DIET
5PFOTVSFUIBUZPVSDIJMEHFUTIJTPSIFSSFRVJSFEEPTFPG
omega-3, you can turn to food such as salmon, grass-fed beef
and sardines. If you’re planning on bringing up your child as
a vegetarian, however, your child’s diet can include plant food

24

TVDIBTnBYTFFE#VUEPOPUFUIBUTVDIGPPEPOMZDPOUBJOT"-"
fatty acid, which has not been proven to have similar health
benefits as EPA and DHA.
This is when you might want to consider introducing fish
PJMTVQQMFNFOUTUPZPVSDIJMETEJFU*GmTIPJMEPFTOURVJUFSPDL
your child’s boat, then you could check out supplements such
BT4NBSU'JTI*UTBOFNVMTJPOUIBUJTEFMJDJPVTMZnBWPVSFEXJUI
lemon apricot and is suitable even for children as young as 1
year old.
But do remember to consult your doctor before introducing
any supplements to your child’s diet, just to be sure!
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toddling

Say

CHEESE,
Baby!
Happiness will unfold every time you flip your
dumpling’s candid moments in an album.
Discover, with Rashmi Ullas, how to get the
perfect postcard shot.

G

rumpy and fierce expressions are a part of the child
photographing game. But, who doesn’t want to see
their baby smile for the camera? I followed these
tips, which got me as close to my dream photo as I could.

FOR TODDLERS
Tip #1: Stop demanding a smile
‘Smile princess’, ‘say cheese’, ‘once more, smile please’, ‘look
here’, ‘stand here’, ‘come on, just one smile!!!’ Annoying
instructions like this will never get you that genuine smile. Tip
1 is to knock out ‘Say cheese’.
Not making a big deal of photographing your child is the
best way of getting a natural expression. Children never like to
part with their comfort zone. So go ahead and start snapping
away, without freezing everything.
Sometimes chatting with them or making funny (catchy)
expressions will keep them focused on the lens.

Tip #2: Just go on and shoot
Raising children is all about improvisation; it holds good for
photographing them as well. The perfect shot does not come in
one go; sometimes you’ll need to click at least 80, to get it right.
So now you know that fabulous pictures come with hard
work, patience and a ‘never give up’ attitude. Sooner or later,
your baby’ll forget he’s in the frame. That’s when you’ll get the
look you want!
Shooting outdoors is a good idea, because children love the

26

sun and breeze. It’s easier to engage them with games, bubbles
or other props. Plus, you don’t need lots of lighting.
HANDY TIP: A priceless expression can come any time; so
carrying your camera around will keep you geared to capture it
on time.

Tip #3: Moods narrate the story
A perfect baby album is balanced among all moods – happy,
sad, angry and irritated. Stay focused on those bracing eyes that
speak a thousand words and you’ll get what you need.
The point of photographing children is to remember
‘everything’ they did, even the tantrums they threw. So
capturing diﬀerent emotions is like preserving every single
childhood tale.

Tip #4: Down to his level
The best way to catch the kiddo’s eye is to become a child.
SING FOR THEM – a favourite jingle will catch their attention.
It could be from a rhyme they like or a TV show they watch.
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ACT SILLY – peekaboo, a little dance or some
jumping around will never go unnoticed amongst the
crumbsnatcher audience
HUG ‘EM – hugs work like magic. It warms up the child

and almost always brings out a smile.
TICKLE HIM UNDER THERE - Tickling the feet or

tummies will kick oﬀ giggles, try it if you’re not getting a
smile for too long.
BRING MUMMY IN – When everything else fails, try
mommy magic; it always works. A little cuddling and
reassuring does the trick. After that, mommy can stand
behind the camera or next to the photographer.

FOR OUR OLDER BUDDIES
Tip #1: Do the child’s play
Children over 2 love to play games like – Simon says to
-hop, -jump, -skip, -sit, -stand, -flap and -wiggle. You can
play with them and get them to strike your favourite pose.
It also helps to keep them engaged with a talk–maybe a
singsong, a super hero story or anything that excites them.

Tip #2: Joke around
Kids love jokes, even the silliest one will set them rolling.
They love telling jokes too. Try taking turns with them
in cracking one and you’re sure to collect a treasure of
animated shots.
You could also switch words of a favourite anthem with
silly ones, like incy wincy spider went up Daddy’s trouser.

Tip #3: Surprise surprise
An unexpected act always catches their eye. You could
suddenly start making an animal sound or stick out your
tongue. These are sure-fire ways of making them smile.

Tip #4: Use reverse psychology
Kids love to do the exact opposite of what you say. Well,
this may be annoying at most times, but will work for
photography. Keep warning them not to smile until they
burst into a chuckle.
For a genuine pose, you could try challenging them,
like ask them to smell their nose (for a piggy face) or pop
their eyes (for a surprised look).

Tip #5: For the last shot, bribe
Finally, it’s a long, hard day (after the photo session) and
your child deserves a treat. Use it as a bribe to get one
last, perfect shot or a family portrait. With bribes, smiles
galore’s guaranteed.
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The Nappy

Predicament
As a new parent, you’ll inevitably
come face to face with the
nappy problem. Which is best
for your baby and gives the least
hassle when it comes to disposal
or clean-ups? A lot depends on
your lifestyle, of course, but let’s
take a look at the factors that
can sway your decision.

R

emember the time when your
mother used to wrap you up in
cloth nappies? Those were the days
when cloth nappies were considered to be more
economical than their disposable counterparts.
But today’s busy lifestyles mean that parents
may not have time to pull laundry duty, so the
disposable diaper is often the easier option that
gives less hassle.
This, however, doesn’t mean that one
type of diaper is superior to the other because
everyone has diﬀerent needs as well as
preferences. The newborn, for instance, goes
through an average of 10 to 14 diapers a day
so parents have to decide which is the better
option for their budget and lifestyle.
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DIAPER COMPARISON
We know it can get a tad confusing for new parents, so here is a simple comparison guide:
FEATURES

CLOTH DIAPER

DISPOSABLE DIAPER

Price

Can be anywhere from $3 to $30 per diaper
Generally considered to be more expensive upfront

Approximately 20 to 70 cents per diaper*
Generally considered to be more expensive in the long run

Usability

Reusable and can even be passed on to the next child

One-time use only

Potty training

Experts believe that using cloth diapers will speed up the potty
training process, as the child can feel the moisture after they have
wet themselves.

Disposable diapers are more absorbent so the child may not be
able to feel the wetness as quickly, which could delay the potty
training.

Laundering

Needs regular and frequent washings to keep the supply going; at
least 3 times a week

No washing required

Skin ailments

Less likely to develop diaper rash since parents are able to feel the
wetness and change the diaper promptly

More likely to develop diaper rash as the gel-like chemicals used
to absorb the wetness in disposables will make parents think that
their child is not soiled yet, which means the diaper will not be
changed promptly

Smell

Some parents prefer cloth diapers because they don’t smell as bad
as disposable diapers.

The smell of a soiled disposable diaper may be too much for some
to bear.

Trade-oﬀs

Need to spend more time washing the diapers; cost may also go
up due to increased use of detergent, water, and electricity

Less eco-friendly and may cause skin problems such as rash and
allergies, which means parents need to invest in diaper creams to
ward oﬀ the problem

There is also the possibility of cloth diapers leaking, which means
that crib sheets and clothes get stained as well.

Some diaper brands like Baby Organix, however, are made from
100% natural cotton that is gentler on baby skin and provide
better airflow.

*Based on prices of disposable diapers available on FairPrice Online

CLOTH OR DISPOSABLE:
THAT IS THE QUESTION
Some parents swear by cloth diapers while others are firm
advocates of the convenience that disposable diapers give. But if
you can’t decide between the two, it is still possible to do both.
For example, disposables will make family trips less of a
hassle than it already is because you can simply change and
throw on the go. At home, cloth diapers allow your baby’s bum
to breathe and reduce the risk of getting diaper rash.
For first-time parents, you might be concerned about cloth
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diapers leaking because you think they are not as absorbent as
disposables. Well, cloth diapers have come a long way since our
mothers’ time so there is really no need to worry.
Most come with elastic leg gussets and can be customised
such that you can put in an additional insert for overnight
journeys or long trips. If your new cloth diapers are leaking
anyway, it may be that you didn’t pre-soak them enough
before you start using them. Pre-washing cloth diapers in
warm or hot water apparently helps them to reach their
maximum absorbency.
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KNOW YOUR CLOTH DIAPER
Even among cloth diapers, there are diﬀerent types for you to
choose from. The most popular ones include:
t 1SFGPMEɨFZBSFDPOTJEFSFEUIFNPTUFDPOPNJDBMPGDMPUI
diaper options and will possibly form the backbone of your
baby’s diaper wardrobe for that very reason. Such diapers
can be fastened with safety pins, Velcro or snaps.
t 'JUUFEɨFJSSFTFNCMBODFUPEJTQPTBCMF
diapers is uncanny but you need a
waterproof diaper cover to prevent
leaking accidents.
t 1PDLFU"TUIFOBNFTVHHFTUT QPDLFU
diapers have a pocket opening between
the diaper cover and the inner layer
next to the baby’s skin. This is where
you can place the insert (made from
absorbent material).
t "MMJOPOF PS"*0 *UTEJBQFSDPWFSJTTFXO
with absorbent material and many consider
it to be the easiest cloth diaper to use.

MATERIAL BABY
Now that you know the diﬀerent types of cloth
diapers, you should probably look into the dazzling variety of
materials available as well.
t #BNCPPFYUSFNFMZBCTPSCFOUBOELOPXOGPSJUTBOUJ
bacterial qualities
t .PEBMNBEFGSPNXPPEQVMQPGCFFDIUSFFT IBTBTJMLZ
soft touch that lasts quite long and is rather resistant to
mineral build-ups from hard water
t $PUUPOPOFPGUIFNPTUDPNNPONBUFSJBMTVTFEJO
cloth diapers
t 8PPMBHSFBUCSFBUIBCMFNBUFSJBMUIBUJTBMTPOBUVSBMMZ
bacteria resistant but requires higher maintenance
t 1PMZFTUFSNBONBEFNBUFSJBMUIBUJTJODSFEJCMZBCTPSCFOU 
but may wear out after prolonged usage
t )FNQOBUVSBMMZBOUJCBDUFSJBMCVUEPFTOUBCTPSCBTRVJDLMZ
as cotton or polyester, so it’s often paired with another

absorbent fabric
t 'MFFDFEVFUPJUTWBSJFUZ XBUFSSFTJTUBODFBOEQPSPVT
quality, fleece can perform as a stay-dry layer or breathable
diaper cover
t 4UBZESZGBCSJDTJODMVEFTNBUFSJBMTTVDIBT4VFEFDMPUI
and microfleece; such fabrics are typically used as the
stay-dry layer in the diaper that keeps wetness away from
the baby’s skin
We hope the information here helps to clear some of your
doubts. There is more to be said about diapering, of course,
but remember this: there is no right or wrong no matter which
option you ultimately choose! So keep calm and baby on!

Care for your baby’s bottom with 100% natural cotton diapers from
Baby Organix! Created from all-natural fibres, it provides better
airflow—making the diaper breathable and comfortable for your baby.
Wetness is eﬃciently absorbed and locked away, keeping your baby’s
delicate skin dry.
Baby Organix’s Naturally Kinder Natural Cotton Diapers contain
a natural extract with anti-bacterial benefits, which prevents skin
irritation and diaper rash. It’s designed with stretchable waistbands that
comfortably fit your baby’s body contour and a re-attachable tape that
provides flexibility when you need to re-adjust for a comfortable fit for
your baby. For more information, visit www.babyorganix.com.sg.
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Defying gravity may be
a cakewalk for us big
fellas, but not for our little
tootsies. Rashmi Ullas puts
her feet into baby shoes to
see what it takes to get the
first stride right.

L

et’s face it, mommies, it’s upon us to shape pretty much
every thing in our babies, even those plump, red feet.
With information overload being a norm for new
mommies, do we rely on “expert” opinion (from friends and
relatives) that often contradicts one another? Or search for
“authentic” information on the Internet?
We know these decisions are overwhelming, that’s why
we’re taking the baby walk, one step at a time.

STEP 1 FOR COMFORT
Newborns are almost like trophies on display! Always adorned
with the best garb and accessories. The question is; are they
suited for comfort as well?
Babies have curled up in the womb for 9 months and
definitely need some room to fan out. Now, that’s what we’ve
got to give the happy feet–shoes that breathe and have enough
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room to wriggle the piggies.
At this stage, you will need to look out for shoes that are
soft, squarish at the front (to allow movement of toes) and a
breathable material. Avoid going for synthetic shoes that can
lead to sweating and discomfort.

STEP 2 FOR COVER
It takes just a miraculous moment for your baby to give all it
takes and stand on his twos. After that, your life is all about
trailing a little drunken monk.
With the wobbly walk, accidental trips and skidding are
common. So the focus of this stage is armour and grip, not to
forget plenty of room, because our little big foot is still growing.
The Society of Chiropodists and Podiatrists say that
toddlers don’t need proper shoes until they can walk sturdily.
Ideally it takes the child about 6 weeks to graduate from
wobbling to walking.
So for now, the shoes can be as soft and flexible enough to
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give the real barefoot feel. Hard soles and designer walking or
running shoes can be saved for the real walking days.

STEP 3 FOR COMPATIBILITY
Now that our little one has become a Pro walker, it’s time to
buy proper shoes. These tips could help you make a rational
pick when you head out to buy the best fashion for the adorable
feet you so love.
Step one is to get the feet measured with professional shoefitters, who can tell you the exact size that will allow enough
room, while supporting the gait.
Next is to let your toddler wear the pair and walk a few
steps. Bringing a pair of socks along is a good idea. This way
you can be sure that the shoes fit perfectly even with the socks
on.
Letting your baby try on the shoes before buying them is
the thumb rule, because baby shoes can vary from brand to
brand, style to style and even shoe to shoe!
Finally, go easy on the splurge, because every buy lasts for a
couple of months. And, before you know it, it’s time to go shoe
shopping again!

MEASURING YOUR
BABY’S FOOT
Toddler shoe measurements focus on
three key areas - the front, the back, and
the breadth. This is how you can get the
best buy

STARRY WALKS WITH
STRIDE RITE
For about 9 decades, Stride Rite has kept
the wave of happy feet alive, walking herds
of little feet from toddling to playing. All
through this journey, the one thing that
never changed is the upbeat style with
comfort quotient. Every stage has the legend
of Stride Rite spirit.
The “Crawl” shoes have flexible, nonslip outsoles to give your baby the boost to
stand tall and take the big leap. The “Cruise
& Walk” shoes feature Sensory Response
Technology Soft Motion that ensures your
baby’s feet are protected while he walks
with confidence, feeling almost barefooted.
The “Oﬀ & Running” shoes have patented
sensory pods that support the development of
bones and muscles.
At Stride Rite, in-store associates have
been trained to properly measure kids’ feet,
including the size and width, and also give
recommendations on the type of footwear
that the kids should be wearing at diﬀerent
stages and various occasions.
Stride Rite brings new definition to baby
feet fashion; even the American Podiatric
Medical Association (APMA) has given
several Stride Rite styles a Seal of Acceptance!
Let your angel face Stride Rite through
every step!

s &OR THE FRONT THERE SHOULD BE ABOUT
a centimetre to half an inch space
between the toes and the front of the
shoes.
s &OR THE WIDTH THE SHOE TONGUE AND
shoelace or Velcro edges should
be parallel to each other. Too much
tongue seen indicates tight shoes and
overlapping edges mean it’s too loose.
&OR THE BACK YOU SHOULD BE ABLE TO INSERT
your little finger (up to the first knuckle) at
the back. If the entire finger goes in, the
shoes are very loose and may slip off.
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For it was in giving that she received…
Ms. Weini Chng (Director, Fun@Giggles) can be
an inspiration to many of us who want to give to
the community, but don’t know how. Read her
story, which is all about spreading love and joy.

Talking of
1. HOW DID THE FUN@GIGGLES JOURNEY
BEGIN?
The Fun@Giggles journey began in 2012 when my
friends approached me with the idea of starting an indoor
playground for children. We planned for about a year and
oﬃcially started Fun@Giggles in 2013. Our dream has
always been to build an educational playground where
children can learn to play and play to learn. By playing
along, parents can also bond with their children and spend
quality time with them.
Around the end of 2013, my friends had to leave the
company due to their familial commitments. I, on the
other hand, pursued my desire and passion to spread joy to
children and took over the business.

2. WHAT DOES FUN@GIGGLES HOLD IN STORE
FOR CHILDREN? WOULD IT PROMOTE
COGNITIVE AND EMOTIONAL GROWTH?
At Fun@Giggles, we want to bring joy to children. We
have children as young as 8 months to as old as 8 years,
who come to Fun@Giggles and play. For toddlers, we hope
to create an environment that can promote their cognitive
growth through sensory development. For older children,
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we want them to be able to build friendships and have social
bonding with friends they meet at Fun@Giggles.

3. WHAT ARE THE NEW ATTRACTIONS YOU
HAVE IN FUN@GIGGLES?
We have recently created a sensorial discovery wall for
toddlers to explore their senses through touch, hear, sight
etc. This is good for early development of senses. We
created a sensorial playground for babies and toddlers to
stimulate their senses at a young age with diﬀerent touch,
sound and sight stimuli. We want children to explore their
senses as they play. These experiences are very important for
early development, which we promote through music and
movement from our SONA playset and the sensorial wall.
The discovery bottles would be changed every quarter so
that children will be exposed to diﬀerent types of things.
To encourage parents to bond with their children, we
also have a series of educational board games for them to
play together and spend time with each other.

4. WHAT PROMPTED YOU TO INITIATE A
CHARITY DRIVE FOR RAINBOW CENTRE?
Since the start of the company, we aimed at organising an
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An indoor playground designed to bring joy and
create happiness in children while making them feel
at home. Fun@Giggles allows children to play freely,
develop social and physical skills, and stimulate their
own intellectual development.
We are also available as an event venue for
hosting school trips, birthday parties, and baby
full month parties!
Call us to reserve a play-date,
or book Fun@Giggles and
the Giggles Playcrew for your
special occasion!

Club
Lifetime Membership: $60
AGE GROUP

Member Rate
Non Member Rate

<1 YEARS OLD

Free Admission#

<3 YEARS
OLD

>3 YEARS
OLD

$14

$22

$20*

$28*

#Each adult will pay $3 for per entry admission
*Limit to 2hrs Playtime during Weekend/Public Holidays, $6 for every Subsequent Hour

Club
Benefits
a) Exclusive GIGGLES Plush Toy worth $24.90
b) 1 Free Entry to Fun@Giggles
c) Discounted Admission & GIGGLES Pass Rate

Members Only
AGE GROUP

Pass

d) 10% discount off party packages

<3 YEARS OLD

>3 YEARS OLD

6 Entries

$72

$120

10 Entries

$100

$180

Bundle Deal with Membership

10 Entries + Membership

$130

$210

e) 3 Free Entries during birthday month
f) 1 Free Drink (of value up to $1.50) per visit
g) Enjoy 10% discount off GIGGLES Pass during
birthday month
For every membership sign up, $1 will be donated
to Rainbow Centre Building Fund for its new
Extension Wing at Margaret Drive.

Socks are required upon entry into the playground.

Contact us
Opening Hours
Daily 10am to 7pm
(including Public Holidays)
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87 Marine Parade Central #02-500B/C
(2nd Level above Maybank) Singapore 440087
Tel: +65.6345.4947 Mail: info@funatgiggles.com.sg

Find us on
facebook.com/FunAtGiggles
www.funatgiggles.com.sg
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annual community project to give back to society. In 2013,
we sponsored 20 children from Chinese Development
Assistance Council (CDAC) to Fun@Giggles for our
Christmas Party in December. Last year, we decided to do
something for children with special needs. I chanced upon
the fact that Rainbow Centre is raising funds for their new
extension facility at Margaret Drive, so I decided to help
them raise funds.

5. WHAT IS THE STORY BEHIND
THE 3D HEARTS AND THE
GIGGLES LOGO?
Last year September, we changed
the slogan of our company from
Everyone can Play to Where Joy
Begins. My staﬀ used paper to
make the 3D letterings of the
slogan and the alphabet O is replaced by a heart shape. It
gave me an idea to teach children how to fold the 3D Heart
during school holidays and every heart which they folded,
I would donate $1 to Rainbow Centre Building Fund.
The word Giggles comprises of 7 diﬀerent alphabets and
signifies the 7 diﬀerent rainbow colours. Therefore, I called
this project Rainbow Love Charity Drive. My target was to
raise $5,000 for Rainbow Centre and there would be 5,000
hearts folded by children. I thought of the idea to create a
Giggles Logo wall for children to stick the hearts on it. At
the same time, I wrote in to Singapore Book of Records to
check if I could create a record for the Largest Logo Made
up of Pop Up Hearts. We have oﬃcially set a new Singapore
Record for the Largest Logo Made up of Pop Up Hearts
measuring 6.8m x2.4m on 23rd January 2015.

7. WHAT WERE YOUR FUN EXPERIENCES
THROUGH THIS PROJECT?
It was fun having people from all walks of life coming
together and supporting me in this meaningful project. I
got to teach children to make the 3D Hearts, at the same
time shared with them the meaning behind what they’re
doing; every single heart that they fold goes a long way in
helping children with special needs.

8. WHAT ARE YOUR DREAMS FOR FUN@
GIGGLES IN THE COMING DAYS?
To bring joy and happiness to children all over the world
as well as spread the word of giving through Fun@Giggles
so that children will learn to give at a young age. To create
a conducive educational playground for children of both
normal and special needs to play and interact with one
another.

6. WHAT WERE THE HARDSHIPS YOU FACED
THROUGH THIS DRIVE?
The charity drive started last year mid October. The initial
response was slow to get our existing customers to purchase
the 3D Hearts and make them. So, we went to give out
flyers to several kindergartens, with the hope of parents
bringing the children to Fun@Giggles and we could teach
them how to make the 3D Hearts. After much publicity,
we saw donations coming in. However, most people were
willing to donate money but it was diﬃcult to get them to
fold the hearts. By mid December, we achieved our target
of $5,000. However, only 10% of the logo was pasted with
pop up hearts. I had to think ‘out of the box’ to get people
to help me fold the hearts, so I organised a Giggles Love
Day to get volunteers, existing Fun@Giggles customers and
their parents to come to Fun@Giggles to fold the hearts. I
also did an outreach to student care centres, schools, and
even approached the elderly at temples to get their help.
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Baby
B ng
B ng

Bathing your baby can be fun, but
only when you know what to do,
gushes Barny Lam.

F

or the uninitiated, ‘bong bong’ is local slang, or
babytalk, for the act of taking a bath. And you
may have seen in TV commercials how babies
really enjoy having a bath, right? What commercials don’t
show is all the preparation that takes place beforehand.
Here are the basics!

START FROM THE BOTTOM
How often should you bath your baby? While you would
take a bath every day, your baby doesn’t need to bath as
frequently–twice or thrice a week is enough. And while
baby still has her umbilical cord stump, she shouldn’t be
bathed.
But even though bathing may not be on your cards
for a while yet, thanks to pee and poo, you still have
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something to do. Dip a cotton cloth in warm
water and wipe from the centre of baby’s hips to
the peripheral region for thorough cleaning. Be
sure to wipe from the genitals to the anus, and
not the other way around.
Then, when prepping for the eventual first
bath, you’ll need a proper baby tub, washcloths,
cotton balls, baby soap, dry towels and clean
nappies to change into.
During the whole bath, before and after,
warmth is important to keep your baby
comfortable. Before undressing your baby, make
sure the room where you are bathing him is
warm. Warm bath water is also necessary.
Fill the tub first with cold water, before
adding hot water. A baby bath thermometer can
be used if you’re not sure about using back-ofyour-hand measurements. A temperature of about
36 degrees Celsius is what you should aim for.

SO SHALLOW!
But while you are minding the temperature, don’t
forget about getting the right water volume.
The bath for babies up to six months old
should be filled with about five inches of water
or enough to cover their shoulders when they
settle in the water, leaving their head and neck
dry. Now place your baby into the bath using one
hand to support his head and neck.

CHEMISTRY 101
With baby in the bath, it’s time to “splash”!
Dip your washcloth or sponge into the warm
water, mix a bit of baby soap, and start gently
wiping your cutie while talking to him for some
interaction!

WAIT. WHAT SOAP?
Good question! You should care about the soap,
as it’s used directly on baby’s developing skin.
Therefore, the soap formula should be designed for
babies: mild and non-irritant.
However, as baby’s hair produces little oil,
you seldom need a shampoo. If you must use
shampoo, choose a mild, tearless formula. The
healthiest thing to do these days is to opt for an
organic soap and shampoo, but you can decide
on these later if you wish.

BE GENTLE
No matter what you do, you should clean your
lovely one gently, especially sensitive areas like the
genitals and facial features.
Your baby’s ear and the corners of nostrils and
eyes should be cleaned by carefully wiping with a
small piece of moistened cotton, not cotton buds.
Cotton buds are too pointed for sensitive regions
such as eyes—save these handy sticks for cleaning
his navel.
Baby’s genital area is another spot you’ll want
to sanitise, as any pee or poo residue can irritate
his sensitive skin and give rise to a rash.

ALL IS WELL
Your baby needs to be dried quickly after the bath.
Wrap him in a towel and pat dry, while talking to
him of course.
Now look at your cutie. If he looks sleepy
after the bath, congratulations! Baby bath can be
your strategy to help your baby sleep!

TOGETHER!
Bathing with your cutie can be even more helpful,
as the skin-to-skin contact not only makes your
baby happy, it also helps him learn how to latch
onto the breast. Simply cradle your baby on your
lap, gently pour warm water on him, and enjoy
the bonding moments!
It may be quite a lot to remember, but it will
all come naturally to you when it’s time! Ready?
Three, two, one, splash!
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toddling
Tips for

travelling
toddler

with a

Or toddlers, as the case may well be. Don’t worry,
it won’t be anything like ‘Finding Nemo’–not with
these handy tips.

D

oes going out with your two-year old remind you
of herding cats? Ever wish flying can be more like
“Peter Pan” and less “Alice in Wonderland”?
Yes, flying with your children can be a wonderful family
adventure–or a thoroughly miserable experience for one and
all. But in spite of the many risks, travelling with a toddler
can be a mind-opener and contribute to more rounded brain
development. Here’s why.

NEW ROLES
For a start, your child gets to play out new roles. If he has
always been the one being looked after, now is the chance for
him to look after his younger sister, for example. During a
holiday, the family’s individual roles become more balanced,
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and everybody learns to rely on one another a little more.

BEING RESPONSIBLE AND
INDEPENDENT
The best time to start travelling as a family is when children are
young. Adults who didn’t travel as children tend to travel with
more fear.
This is also a time to impress upon your child that it is
his chance to take on some responsibility for the rest of the
family. Give him a knapsack or bottle to be responsible for.
You can even have him or her hang on to her kid brother or
little sister and be in charge of their belongings–while you
supervise, of course!
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toddling
SEEING THROUGH YOUR KIDS’ EYES

2. IN THE AIRPORT

Ask your toddler what he’d like to do. By doing this, they
learn that what they think matters. This gives them a feeling of
empowerment, and helps them assert their developing sense of
self and personality.

Allow extra time for the airport. As you know, everything takes
l-o-n-g-e-r when travelling with kids.
Give your child safety rules, such as what to do if you become
separated. Should she stay where she is and wait for you?
If your child is older, one way to pass time in the airport is
to give your child a little “airport allowance.” Visiting the shops
in search of the perfect snack or a magazine can keep you and
your kids happy and busy for extended periods.
Even if you don’t ordinarily use a child tether, consider
using one just in the airport. Remember, you will be distracted
when checking in and claiming your luggage. There may be
moments when you have to let go of your child’s hand.

CULTURAL AWARENESS
And of course, by exposing your toddler to another culture,
they’ll gain early exposure to it–along with the idea that there
are many ways to be “people”. And that may be the most
important lesson to learn at this age.

PREPPING FOR THE TRIP
A journey of a thousand miles begins, of course, with
preparation. Here are some steps you can take to ensure your
trip is free from family “turbulence.”

1. BEFORE YOU LEAVE
Less crowds means less stress. If you have the option, book your
flights for non-peak travel times: Mondays - Wednesdays, at
midday, or in the evening.
Pack plenty of entertainment for the flight, including
snacks, drinks, and activities. Bring far more than you think
you’ll need–you never know if you’ll be delayed.
What to bring? Pack activities such as books, activity/
colouring books, travel-sized board games, playing cards, and
CD players. If your child has a portable video game system,
you will never appreciate it more. (Be sure to charge it the
night before!)
Prepare your child for the trip. Tell him what to expect at the
airport and on the plane, and give him tips on how to behave.

3. ON THE PLANE
Take-oﬀs and landings can be painful for little ears. Bring
along ear filters, which buﬀer eardrums against rapidly
changing air pressure. Encourage your child to swallow by
oﬀering beverages, gum, or hard candy.
For maximum entertainment valve, bring toys out one at a
time, and put one away before introducing the next.
You also might want to seat your child by the window.
Most kids find the view fascinating. It’s also safer than sitting
next to the aisle, where little arms and legs could get bumped.
You might want to check in earlier online if your airline allows
it, and some people find that seating children nearer to the back
of the plane is more considerate due to the inevitable tantrums
or crying spells.
Lastly, remember, not all passengers appreciate the joys of
children...even a wonderful child like yours. So above all, plan
to keep your child entertained!

You also might
want to seat
your child by the
window. Most
kids find the view
fascinating. It’s
also safer than
sitting next to the
aisle, where little
arms and legs
could get bumped.
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Watch it!
Children’s television programmes are an
integral part of their development process,
especially when it comes to language.
Victoria Wong wants you to take a closer
look at your child’s schedule.

D

o you remember mimicking what you
watched on television when you were
younger? I do. I remember placing my
bath towel behind my back and fastening one end
around my neck with a clothes peg, then jumping
oﬀ my bed in an attempt to fly. Oh yes, I was
inspired by Superman.
Parents are often divided on whether their
child should be watching television. They may also
diﬀer in ways in which they assess the quality of a
programme for their little one.
Television has evolved over the years to
become more than a nanny; long gone are the
days where plopping your child in front of the

square box to keep him entertained by the flashing
images is suﬃcient. A good and suitable television
programme can be the best teacher for your child
way before he starts school. Hence, choosing
to screen the right programmes for a child has
become increasingly important.
Good TV programmes can teach your child
hand-eye coordination, kickstart a wide range of
mental processes and inspire him to learn. Best of
all, it may all happen right in your living room!
You can become the best judge at deciding
which television programmes are good for your
child. Here’s what you should watch out for:
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toddling
AGE-APPROPRIATE
Does your child understand what he is watching? When the
languages used in shows are too advanced, it will be hard for
your child to grasp hence aﬀecting his learning.
For example, younger children require programmes that
associate words with action, so a show that uses language to
relate to what is happening on screen will help them to acquire
language at a faster pace.
It is therefore wise to choose suitable shows for your child’s
age where the language and subjects can be clearly understood.

INVOLVEMENT
Choosing shows with an interactive nature can engage,
support language and reading skills, and pose challenges to
your child’s mind.
Songs, skits and dances let your child feel involved by
engaging their imagination. Some programmes may also
feature characters responding to the audience or asking
questions, helping a child to see the show as social interaction.
This leads to higher attention levels, which often result in more
learning gains!

FUN AND ENTERTAINING
No one wants to watch a boring show. A good programme for
your child is one which is child-centered. TV programmes
with sing-along nursery rhymes are good choices for young
children as they have fanciful and captivating stories, and with
characters which are hugely colourful.
Nursery rhymes that have caught the imagination of

children and fascinated them for centuries consist of easyto-understand vocabularies which are short, rhythmic and
catchy. This makes it easy for children to learn, memorise and
foster an enduring enthusiasm for books and reading in time
to come.

EDUCATIONAL GOALS
Many educational shows designed for children have specific
goals. Certain shows can foster an interest in reading and
language, others are designed to promote social skills. You
should choose programmes that have a curriculum reviewed
by child development experts, and with research done on the
learning outcomes of the young viewers.

YOU WATCH IT TOO
Get involved! Research has shown that children learn best
with interaction and engaging activities. The best television
programmes can teach your child vocabulary but it cannot
encourage a child to talk. Children need to know that the
things they learn can be applied in their daily life especially
when it comes to language.
Therefore, it is best for you to watch these programmes with
your child so that you can talk about what he had seen with him,
and play an active role as your child’s informant/guide.
Watching television is like ice-cream, made to give you
salivating pleasure. And the right television programmes
for your child can do more than entertain and develop his
language skills; it may even teach him a special and powerful
language called love.

Children need to
know that the things
they learn can be
applied in their daily
life especially when
it comes to language.
Therefore, it is best
for you to watch these
programmes with
your child so that you
can talk about what
he had seen with him,
and play an active
role as your child’s
informant/guide.
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It’s

Dengue Time!
As the weather turns even hotter and more humid, our nation’s mosquitoes
are rallying to Nature’s call to multiply, multiply, multiply! Vincent Wong has
a few quick tips on how to eliminate their happy hours.

M

osquitoes aren’t a problem only
in Singapore–they are a worldwide problem. According to an
infographic released by the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation, diseases transmitted by
mosquitoes kill more people than all of the other
deadly animals, such as sharks and snakes, on
Earth combined–including other human beings!
And in fact, there are more than 2,500
species of mosquito, and mosquitoes are found
in every region of the world except Antarctica.
During the peak breeding seasons, they
outnumber every other animal on Earth, except
termites and ants.
They were responsible for tens of thousands
of deaths during the construction of the Panama
Canal. And they aﬀect population patterns
on a grand scale: In many malarial zones, the
disease drives people inland and away from the
coast, where the climate is more welcoming to
mosquitoes.
In Singapore however, there is no malaria to
fear because malaria has been eradicated on the
mainland since 1982. However, dengue fever
remains a clear and present danger. And with the
arrival of the hot and humid season, there are

plenty of opportunities for mosquitoes to breed
and spread disease right under your noses.
Here’s what you need to know.

MOZZIE FEVER
Dengue fever, also known as breakbone fever, is
a flu-like illness spread by the bite of an infected
Aedes mosquito. Dengue fever generally begins
with a high fever, body rashes that can disappear

Adult 1-2 Days

2-3 Days

4-5 Days
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toddling
and reappear, and may proceed to a severe headache, pain
behind the eyes, muscles and joints pain. Vomiting, nausea
and loss of appetite are also common.
In the case of young children and infants, usually the
dengue infection presents itself as a mild fever with rash. A
blood test often shows low platelets. As there are diﬀerent
severities of dengue fever, symptoms may vary.
Dengue infections without obvious symptoms also tend to
occur more commonly in children than adults.

NATURAL WAYS TO KEEP MOZZIES AT
BAY INCLUDE:
  :PVNBZXBOUUPUVSOPOBGBO:PVDBOEJTDPVSBHFB
wandering mosquito from getting too near to your baby as
the frequent or steady breeze will create an uncomfortable
environment for the mosquitoes. But make sure that it is
not within reach of your younger children.
  %SFTTZPVSCBCZJOMJHIUDPMPVSFEDMPUIFTJOTUFBEPGEBSL
ones to deter mosquitoes.
  %SFTTZPVSDIJMEJOMPOHTMFFWFTPSMPOHQBOUTUPDPWFSUIFJS
exposed arms and legs, especially during the morning and
late afternoon when mosquitoes are most active.

  .PTRVJUPFTCSFFEJOTUJMMXBUFS.BLFTVSFUIBUQMBOUQPUT
and containers do not harbour stagnant water.
  6TFBNPTRVJUPOFUPWFSCFETPSXJOEPXTJGZPVSIPNF
seems to be inviting unwanted mozzie guests and you can’t
keep them all out.
  'JOEBNPTRVJUPSFQFMMFOUMJLF"OUJNPT¥ XIJDIJTTBGFGPS
your baby.

TREATMENT FOR MOSQUITO BITES
If your children still get bitten despite the preventive measures
you have done, you should treat these irritating bites on your
babies’ skin. Here are some of the ways you can do it:
t "DPMEQBDLDBOIFMQXJUIUIFTXFMMJOHGSPNUIFCJUF BT
well as the pain.
t "OUJIJTUBNJOFTNBZIFMQUPSFEVDFJUDIJOFTTPSPUIFS
local symptoms like swelling. Ask your neighbourhood
pharmacist for the right ointment to use.
Furthermore, it is also important to ensure that your
child’s nails are trimmed. This is to prevent worsening the
inflammation when he or she scratches the bite areas.
Lastly, the best treatment strategy might simply be to
smite them before they bite! Grab a newspaper or just use your
hands! Give those blood suckers a hard slap!

Spotting dengue in small children

It’s hard to notice know when a small child is suﬀering
from dengue fever, but the following signs may give you
some clues. Is your child:
t )BWJOHBGFWFS EFHSFFT$FMTJVTPSNPSF PSMPX
UFNQFSBUVSF MFTTUIBOEFHSFFT$FMTJVT
t #FJOHJSSJUBCMF GVTTZPSPWFSMZBHJUBUFE
t 'FFMJOHTMFFQZBMMUIFUJNF
t 3FGVTJOHUPFBU
t )BWJOHTLJOSBTIFT
If your answer to most of the above questions is a YES,
you should seek immediate medical attention.
Sometimes the dengue symptoms are so mild that they can
be mistaken for those of a flu or another viral infection. Even
though the cases of younger children tend to be less serious
when compared to older children and adults, serious problems
may develop. These include bleeding from the nose and gums,
EFOHVFIFNPSSIBHJDGFWFS BSBSFDPNQMJDBUJPO
DIBSBDUFSJTFECZIJHIGFWFS EBNBHFUPMZNQIBOECMPPE
vessels, and failure of the circulatory system.
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Does your child have chronic bed-wetting?
Here’s why, and how to gear up for that to
guide your child out of this awkward phase.

B

edwetting, also known as nocturnal enuresis, is
common amongst preschoolers. If you check with
your mum, she might reveal that you too passed
urine during sleep when you were young.
That’s because genetics can play a role in bedwetting as it
has been found that there is a greater incidence of bedwetting
in children whose parents had done the same. If both parents
had a positive family history, the child will have 77% chance of
enuresis and if one parent had bedwetting history, there will be
a 44% chance.

MORE COMMON IN BOYS
Bed-wetting is more common in little boys than girls since boys
develop slower physically. A slow developing bladder muscle
contracts and passes out the urine when the bladder is only half
full. Large quantities of urine can be produced at night due to a
lower ADH (anti-diuretic hormone) level since the mechanism
that tells the body to produce less urine during sleep isn’t fully
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developed yet.
Furthermore, these children often sleep so deeply that they
are not aware of the message sent to the brain, and therefore did
not respond when the bladder is full. But rest assured that this
type of bedwetting will be outgrown with time as your child
develops physically.

OTHER CAUSES
Caﬀeinated sodas have a diuretic eﬀect which increase urine
output. Thus avoid letting your child drink large amounts of
fluid, in particular sodas, two hours before bedtime, so that the
bladder can be fully emptied before sleep. But be sure that your
child does not go to bed thirsty or dehydrated.
Your child may also wet the bed if he is stressed or
emotionally upset during events such as separation of parents or
entry to a new school. Chat with him about it and address the
issue troubling him.
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DEALING WITH IT NATURALLY
Most kids outgrow bedwetting on their own. In the initial
period, you may consider purchasing reusable or disposable
absorbent undergarments and protect the bed with a moistureproof mattress cover.
There are also discreet-looking diapers available that can
get your child through this stage of development without
embarassing him. They look and feel just like regular
underwear, but are designed especially for bedwetting. These
diapers have very thin absorbent pads that draw moisture away
quickly for comfort, and prevent leakage from the sides with
leak shields to prevent soiling of pajamas and the mattress.
If your child is old enough, you can empower your child
by involving him in the clean-up process. Keep clean sets of
pajamas and bed sheets by the bedside so that he can change
if necessary. He can also help to carry his soiled sheets to the
laundry room in the morning. But be sure not to treat cleaning
up as punishment for the child.
In order to help him stay dry, you can also wake your child
and help him to the bathroom right before you go to bed and
periodically throughout the night. Lastly, bladder-stretching
exercises can help your child to develop greater bladder
control. Ask your child to control urinating during the day by
postponing it. The bladder can therefore learn to stretch and
hold more urine at night.

imipramine (an antidepressant) which relaxes the bladder.
The drug can cause serious side eﬀects and needs to be closely
monitored. Desmopressin, a synthetic version of the antidiuretic hormone, can also be taken as a nasal spray or tablet
and helps the child produce less urine.
While this medication is much safer than imipramine, it
can still cause some side eﬀects. Furthermore, medications
provide short-term treatment but not a long-term cure. And
bed-wetting usually recurs when the medication is stopped.
Therefore behavioral therapy is usually more helpful.

ESTEEM ISSUES
Children are often embarrassed by their bed-wetting condition
and tend to suﬀer from low self-esteem. Be aware that you
child can be greatly aﬀected by your attitude. Oﬀer support and
encouragement to reassure your child that the problem will get
better in time.
You can even develop a reward system to encourage your
child, such as stickers for dry nights, and talk to him about the
advantages of potty-training to become a “big” boy or girl.
You should let your child know that the problem is not his
fault, as this is just a normal stage in life. Tell him that Mummy
(or Daddy) also wet the bed when you were young!

BEAT THE BUZZER
If the problem still persists in older
children above 7 years old, the
use of a moisture alarm can help.
The alarm consists of a sensor that
attaches to the clothing and is set
oﬀ when the child begins to wet the
bed. Encourage your child to “beat
the buzzer” by waking up when there
is an urge to urinate. If the alarm
sounds, he should be taught to get
out of the bed and go to the toilet.
You can also provide a night light
near the bed for easy movement.
This slowly conditions the brain
to respond appropriately during
sleep. However, this method may
cause sleep disturbance and stress.
You should consider discussing with
your doctor and explaining to your
child before using it.

MEDICATION
As a last resort, your doctor may
prescribe medications such as
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Dyslexia

?

trouble reading
poor spelling

I

easily distracted

disorder

n a pressure-cooker environment such as Singapore
where the onus is on you - the parent - to ensure that
your child performs well academically, you might feel
utterly lost if your child is diagnosed with dyslexia. In fact,
the misconceptions alone can be rather discouraging for both
parent and child.

letter reversal

Dyslexia is a specific learning diﬃculty that makes it
challenging for people to read, write and/or spell. Often,
weaknesses may be seen in areas like language development,
sequencing, and memory. But this doesn’t mean that your
child’s learning ability is below average nor does it have
anything to do with their intelligence.
To create a greater awareness of dyslexia in Singapore,
DAS started a movement that aims to encourage people to
EMBRACE DYSLEXIA through the following ways:
t %FCVOLDPNNPONJTDPODFQUJPOTBCPVUEZTMFYJB
t &ODPVSBHFEZTMFYJDQFPQMFUPFNCSBDFUIFJSMFBSOJOH
diﬀerences
t $BMMVQPOPSHBOJTBUJPOTBOEJOEJWJEVBMTUPCFNPSF
involved and help dyslexics achieve their potential by
working with DAS
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Education in Singapore can be a tough struggle
for kids, especially if they are diagnosed with
a learning disability such as dyslexia. But
this doesn’t necessarily mean the end of the
world, for organisations such as the Dyslexia
Association of Singapore (DAS) is determined
not to let such kids fall by the wayside because
of their inability to read or write.

DAS believes that there is really no reason to neglect
dyslexic children, since individuals with dyslexia can have
extraordinary abilities and contribute meaningfully to
society. Research has shown that dyslexic individuals can
be highly successful as entrepreneurs. In fact, a study done
by the Cass Business School of London in 2001 found
that 20% of British entrepreneurs and a “staggering” 35%
of US entrepreneurs were dyslexic!
These people were also more likely to become
millionaires and own multiple businesses, compared to
their non-dyslexic counterparts. They have the ability to
see the big picture and the desire to succeed from having
to confront insurmountable challenges as a child. This
drives them to master the art of verbal communication.
The research also revealed that such people were more
creative and their employees had a lower turnover rate
as well. When it came to problems, they were nimble
solvers who knew the right words to say to customers and
investors as well.
So you see, there is really no reason for dyslexic
children to be left behind. They, too, can focus on their
strengths and talents to eventually become experts in
those areas.
Keen to find out more about DAS and what they can
do for dyslexic individuals? Then don’t forget to visit their
website at www.das.org.sg for more information.
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Habits of

start from

young
E

ducation, as we all know, lays the groundwork
for your child’s future. But far from regurgitating
what the teacher has taught, it’s more important
to prepare your child for the VUCA (Volatile, Uncertain,
Complex, Ambiguous) world that awaits them.
To do this, Global EduHub – a leading preschool chain
with 36 centres located in Singapore, Australia and China
– will partner with The Art Costa Centre for Thinking to
introduce their new pedagogy called Habits of S.U.C.C.E.S.S..
This will be rolled out in a pilot programme across Global
EduHub’s Mulberry Learning Centres across Singapore.
Since this is the first time any such programme was
implemented at the preschool level, the Institute for the Habits
of Mind will certify all teachers and centres under Mulberry
Early Learning. Preschoolers, too, will take MIDAS—a
profiling tool that aims to help parents understand their
children’s multiple intelligences.
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What better time to start practising the
habits of success than from the first few
critical years of your kids’ childhood?
Global Eduhub rolls out Habits of
S.U.C.C.E.S.S., their new pedagogy,
to prepare preschoolers for a life of
challenges ahead.

So what exactly are the Habits of S.U.C.C.E.S.S.? Well,
it’s based on the frameworks of Habits of Mind and Multiple
Intelligences that have been successfully applied to thousands
of schools worldwide.
Habits of Mind highlights 16 types of important problemsolving life skills practised by successful people while Multiple
Intelligences seeks to discover a child’s innate abilities so as
to help them learn better. Together, they form the pedagogy
Habits of S.U.C.C.E.S.S as developed by Dr Henry Toi from
The Art Costa Centre for Thinking.
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4. HOW IS YOUR HABITS
OF S.U.C.C.E.S.S.
DIFFERENT FROM
THE FRAMEWORKS
THAT YOU BASED
IT ON?
Want to know more about the
programme? Then read on as we pick
Dr Henry Toi’s brains on the essence
behind Habits of S.U.C.C.E.S.S..

1. IS S.U.C.C.E.S.S. AN
ACRONYM FOR SOMETHING?
Yes, it is an acronym for the habit of suppleness in
thinking, striving for understanding, constructive and
courageous thinking, exactness, self-management and
being silly at times.

2. IN A NUTSHELL, WHAT ARE THE HABITS
OF SUCCESS?
It is a way of approaching problems and situations so that
we attain better results and outcomes. Take for example,
the situation of a meeting between two persons. One person
being upset with the other.
If you practise the habit of success, striving for
understanding will help you to focus on understanding
the other person – you might then ask clarifying questions
regarding the things that have upset you.

3. WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO COMBINE THE
FRAMEWORKS OF HABITS OF MIND AND
MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES?
I was introduced to the ideas more than 17 years ago and
I realise both are good ideas that if integrated, would
enhance the power of thinking and problem solving.
Take for example the idea of self-management in the
habits of success. A person who understands his multiple
intelligences profile can support this habit. Furthermore,
this person can build his habits of success on a multiple
intelligences framework.

They are diﬀerent in that it is a
more comprehensive approach
to build a person’s disposition.
While it is built on the habits of
mind and multiple intelligences
framework, Habits of Success has
its own theoretical framework
based on research in neurology
and psychology.

5. WHY IS IT IMPORTANT
TO CULTIVATE
THE HABITS OF
S.U.C.C.E.S.S. FROM
YOUNG?
Habits are built from the
time a person is born.
The first few years of a
person’s life is perhaps the
most critical in forming
dispositions. That is why
we need to start as early as
possible.
Some people think
that this is too early
and that we should ‘let
children be children’.
What these people don’t
understand is that, like
it or not, children will
form their dispositions.
And if we don’t pay careful
attention, we end up with
dispositions that would not
support the child’s future life.
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mummy mind

Keeping it

aBREAST
Did you know that breast care during

pregnancy is very important for what comes
after? Get a feel for what is needed!
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Y

PVSHSPXJOHCFMMZJTOUUIFPOMZQBSUPGZPVSCPEZ
CFDPNJOHCJHBOESPVOE1SFOBUBMCSFBTUDBSF
tends to be neglected in the midst of ultrasounds,
QBSFOUJOHDMBTTFTBOETIPQQJOHGPSUIFCBCZ#VUXIJMFXBJUJOH
GPSIFSUPBSSJWF ZPVTIPVMECSBDFZPVSCVTUGPSUIFJNQPSUBOU
SPMFJUXJMMQMBZMBUFS

THANKS FOR THE MAMMARIES
%VSJOHQSFHOBODZ ZPVSCSFBTUTVOEFSHPBTMFXPGDIBOHFTUP
QSFQBSFGPSNJMLQSPEVDUJPOɨFZCFDPNFGVMMFSBOEGBUCVJMET
VQJOUIFN DBVTJOHZPVSCSFBTUTUPHSPXCZBTNVDIBTUXPDVQ
TJ[FT.JMLHMBOETQSPMJGFSBUFBOEJODSFBTFJOTJ[F
:PVSOJQQMFTBMTPCFDPNFNPSFUFOEFSBOEEBSLFSɨFBSFPMB
UIBUTUIFEBSLFSDPMPVSFEBSFBTVSSPVOEJOHZPVSOJQQMFT NBZ
FOMBSHFBOEEBSLFOUPP XIJMFUIF.POUHPNFSZTHMBOET UIPTF
UJOZCVNQTPOUIFBSFPMB CFDPNFNPSFQSPNJOFOU
"TZPVSCSFBTUTHSPX UIFTLJOXJMMTUSFUDI:PVNBZTVĊFS
GSPNJUDIJOFTTPSEFWFMPQVOTJHIUMZTUSFUDINBSLT"OEEVFUP
BOJODSFBTFETVQQMZPGCMPPEUPUIFCSFBTUT CMVJTIWFJOTNBZ
TUBSUUPTIPXKVTUVOEFSUIFTLJO

STAY ABREAST OF YOUR BREASTS
"TZPVSFMJTIZPVSOFXGPVOEDMFBWBHF JUNBZCFFBTZUPGPSHFU
BCPVUUIFJSIFBMUI%POU:PVSHSPXJOHHJSMTOFFEBTNVDIDBSF
BTUIFSFTUPGZPVSCPEZ
#SFBTUTBSFNPTUMZGBUUIFSFBSFOPNVTDMFTUPCVJME
and tone - so they are dependent on blood and lymphatic
DJSDVMBUJPOJOPSEFSUPCFIFBMUIZ
:PVOFFECMPPEUPDBSSZPYZHFOUPZPVSNJMLHMBOETTPUIBU
UIFZDBODPOUJOVFHSPXJOHBOECFBCMFUPQSPEVDFNJML BOE
ZPVOFFEMZNQI nVJETQSPEVDFECZUIFMZNQIOPEFT UPDBSSZ
OVUSJFOUTJOUPZPVSCSFBTUUJTTVF BOEDFMMXBTUFBOEUPYJOTPVU
'PSZPVSBSNT IBOETBOEGFFU MJHIUFYFSDJTFJTFOPVHI
UPLFFQCMPDLBHFTBUCBZGPSZPVSCSFBTUT ZPVOFFEUPCF
QSPBDUJWF8IBUTXPSTF XFBSJOHUJHIUCSBTBOEDPOTUSJDUJWF
DMPUIJOHMJLFUSFOEZCBOEBHFESFTTFTTRVFF[FZPVSCSFBTUT 
IJOEFSJOHUIFnPXPGCMPPE
1PPSQPTUVSFDBOBMTPBĊFDUDJSDVMBUJPOJOBOEBSPVOEZPVS
CSFBTUTɨFTFQSPCMFNTDPNQPVOEFEDBOSFTVMUJOJOBEFRVBUF
MZNQIBUJDESBJOBHF XIJDIDBOMFBEUPUJTTVFEFHFOFSBUJPO 
TXFMMJOHPGUIFCSFBTUUJTTVF TLJOCSFBLBHFBOEJOGFDUJPOT*GZPV
TVĊFSGSPNUIFTF UIFSFJTBDIBODFZPVNBZTVĊFSGSPNBDISPOJD
DPOEJUJPODBMMFEMZNQIFEFNB GPSXIJDIUIFSFJTOPDVSF

YOUR BOSOM BUDDIES
(JWJOHZPVSCSFBTUTTPNFUFOEFSMPWJOHDBSFDBOQSFWFOUBMMPG
UIFTFBXGVMBJMNFOUT6OMJLFZPVSIBOETBOEGFFU UIFTMJHIUFTU
FYDFTTJWFQSFTTVSFDBOFBTJMZEBNBHFZPVSCSFBTUT
)PXFWFS BCSFBTUNBTTBHFXIFOEPOFQSPQFSMZDBO
BMMFWJBUFNBOZPGUIFBDIFTBOEQBJOTUIBUDPNFXJUIZPVSOFX
QSFHOBODZCPPCT*OBEEJUJPOUPIFMQJOHXJUICMPPEDJSDVMBUJPO

Giving your breasts some
tender loving care can prevent
all of those awful ailments.
Unlike your hands and feet, the
slightest excessive pressure can
easily damage your breasts.
and lymphatic drainage, here are other benefits of regular prenatal breast massages:
t 3FEVDFEEJTDPNGPSUEVFUPTXFMMJOH
t $MFBSJOHPGCMPDLFENJMLHMBOET
t 3FMBYBUJPOBOETUSFTTSFMJFG BGUFSBMM UIFCSFBTUTBSFBO
erogenous zone)
t 1SFWFOUJPOPSSFEVDUJPOPGTUSFUDINBSLT
There are more good reasons to continue breast massages
FWFOBGUFSUIFCBCZJTCPSOɨFZDBOSFMJFWFUIFEJTDPNGPSU
DBVTFECZZPVSCSFBTUTCFDPNJOHFOHPSHFEXJUINJML.BTTBHF
DBOBMTPFODPVSBHFNJMLQSPEVDUJPOBOEBJEXJUIESBJOBHF
EVSJOHCSFBTUGFFEJOH
*GZPVBSFDPODFSOFEBCPVUHFUUJOHCBDLJOUPUIBUCJLJOJ 
NBTTBHFDBOIFMQNJOJNJTFUIFBQQFBSBODFPGTUSFUDINBSLT
BTXFMMBTJNQSPWFTLJOFMBTUJDJUZTPZPVDBOHFUCBDLJOUPZPVS
bouncy pre-baby shape!
)FSFBSFTPNFUIJOHTZPVXJMMXBOUUPSFNFNCFSXIFO
ZPVSFMPPLJOHGPSBOFĊFDUJWFBOEDBSJOHUIFSBQJTU
t -PPLGPSUIFMJDFOTF.BLFTVSFZPVSUIFSBQJTUJTMJDFOTFEUP
QSBDUJDFNBTTBHF
t 1SJPSUPUSFBUNFOU ZPVSUIFSBQJTUTIPVMEFYQMBJODMFBSMZBOE
QBUJFOUMZXIBUXJMMCFEPOFUPZPVBOEXIZ4IFTIPVMEBMTP
CFSFTQFDUGVMBOETFOTJUJWFUPZPVSDPODFSOT
t "OFĊFDUJWFUIFSBQJTUJTXFMMWFSTFEJONBTTBHFUFDIOJRVFT
UIBUBSFHFOUMFBOEOPOTUJNVMBUJOH4IFTIPVMECFBCMFUP
NBLFZPVGFFMSFMBYFEBOEDPNGPSUBCMFEVSJOHUIFFOUJSF
USFBUNFOU
t :PVIBWFUIFSJHIUUPTUPQUIFNBTTBHFBUBOZUJNF*GZPV
feel uncomfortable pressure at any time, do not hesitate to
TUPQUIFNBTTBHFJNNFEJBUFMZ
.PTUXPNFOXJMMFYQFSJFODFCSFBTUEJTDPNGPSUBUTPNF
QPJOUJOUIFJSMJWFT CVUTPNFNBZCFSFMVDUBOUUPSFQPSUUIFN
UPUIFJSEPDUPSɨFSFJTOPSFBTPOUPGFFMFNCBSSBTTFEUPUBML
about your breasts!
In addition to being a source of self-confidence and a
QPTJUJWFTFMGJNBHFBNPOHXPNFO ZPVSCFBVUJGVMCSFBTUTBSF
BOJNQPSUBOUQBSUPGUIFQSJWBUFCPOEJOHQSPDFTTUIBUXJMMFYJTU
CFUXFFOZPVSCBCZBOEZPV4PBMJUUMFDBSFGPSUIFNXJMMHP
NVDIGVSUIFSUIBOZPVUIJOL
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ut & About
Smile & Say
Cheese!
It’s been an exciting journey with
Stride Rite’s annual “Kidea Little
Star Contest”! Now in its 4th year,
the campaign ran over 3 weeks in
December last year and collected
countless photos of adorable kids
via Stride Rite’s Facebook page.
After a thrilling round of votes and
judges’ deliberation, 10 finalists
were selected to show their stuﬀ on
7th Jan 2015 at the Decharacter
Image Studio. And boy, did they
impress the judges!
It was tough, but the judges
decided to crown Renee Lim and
Deme Boo as the ultimate winners.
Want to check out our adorable
contestants? Then don’t forget to
visit Facebook.com/StrideRiteSG
to see more pictures of them!

Let’s Get Fit With Kinderland!
If you think your child is not getting enough exercise, you’re
probably right. No thanks to handheld games and mobile phones,
children are not moving as much as they should.
To counter this problem, Kinderland partnered with local
physical education specialists to create KinderFit—a structured
wellness programme to help children in their early years to develop
fundamental movement skills for daily living activities, as this
forms the foundation upon which other sports and movement
skills are built.
And it’s not just some random exercise session inserted
between lessons either. Kinderland makes it fun by revolving
the programme around interesting themes and happy music that
inspire little limbs to move confidently.
LWBB had the chance to check out the programme first-hand
and boy, were the kids active or what! It’s definitely a far cry from
the usual school scene where children usually look sleepy or bored.
The lessons are conducted weekly and each 30-minute lesson
covers both aerobic and strengthening exercises. Each child is assessed
on their developmental skills at the end of each term (10 weeks)
according to a checklist developed by the Kinderland Curriculum
team so parents will know if their child is hitting all the milestones.
Interested to find out more? Then visit kinderland.com.sg for more details!
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Joy Unfolds @Giggles
On 23rd January this year, Fun@Giggles spread the Rainbow of love.
We were humbled to witness sparks of joy light up innocent souls!
Fun@Giggles’ Rainbow Love Charity Drive was Ms. Weini
Chng’s (Director, Fun@Giggles) dream project.
During school holidays, little children who hopped by Giggles
were taught to make 3D Hearts for only $1. The hearts were then
stuck on the Giggles logo (7m x 2.5m). All proceeds were donated
to Rainbow Centre, a school for children with special needs.
We watched Mr. Lim Biow Chuan, MP of Mountbatten and
other Guests of Honour put up the last 7 hearts before the logo
made it into the Singapore Book Record for Largest Logo Made Of
Pop-Up Hearts!
Weini promises
that it’s just the
beginning of her
journey to give love to
children through the
love of God. Loads of
luck from us, Weini!
Fun@Giggles is an
indoor playground
located in Marine
Parade. It’s a place
where children can
play, learn and bond
with their loved ones.

Metta Charity Walk/Family
Carnival 2015
What better way to enjoy family day than with an event that is
both healthy and for the greater good? Organised by Metta Welfare
Association (Metta) to raise funds for its less fortunate beneficiaries,
the event will commence with a healthy 3km walk followed by an
exciting carnival packed with food, games and performances!
There is so much to see and do, so don’t forget to mark your
calendar for 22 March from 9am to 4pm. For more information
on the event, check out their website at www.metta.org.sg/
mettacarnival2015.

In Good Hands with Little Pods

If mommies love spas, then who’s to say that babies won’t enjoy them? To witness firsthand just how “shiok” the experience can be, LWBB “skipped” work to attend Little
Pods’ first anniversary celebration at their baby spa located at 3 Thomson Ridge.
Two adorable 5-month old babies were the stars of the party, of course, but they
had a job to do first. We watched in awe as they went through the relaxing process of
swimming and massage. One even fell asleep to demonstrate just how soothing the
experience could be.
Seriously though, Little Pods specialises in baby swimming programmes tailormade to stimulate a baby’s psychological and physiological development.
It’s recommended for babies from one month old since water oﬀers a
heightened multi-sensory stimulation while physical and eye contact with
parents enable quality attachment.
Fully certified masseuses also use massage oils blended in-house with
100% botanical extracts to stimulate various senses crucial to a baby’s
growth and well-being, so you know your baby is definitely in good hands.
www.littlepods.com.sg
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Shop
The Bright Side
of Nutrition

Goat Milk from Pure, Pristine
New Zealand
Karihome Pre-School formula (for children aged 3-7 years)
is made from fresh goat milk of the highest quality. Specially
formulated to enhance the natural goodness of goat
milk to meet the nutritional needs of your growing child,
Karihome Pre-School Formula contains key ingredients like
AA and DHA—important building blocks for brain and eye
development—as well as pre and probiotics to help maintain
your child’s digestive system.
All Karihome formulas are proudly produced in New Zealand and
available in 900g at all leading retail outlets. Visit www.karihome.
com.sg or call 6339 8820 for more details.

Is your child a picky eater? Then they
might be lacking in nutrients like
Omega-3, which is vital for a
child’s brain, overall growth and
development. With the newly
launched Centrum® Kids Omega-3
Plus, your children can now enjoy
all the right nutrients. It’s the
first children’s fish oil with
the scientific combination of
Omega-3, Calcium and Vitamin
D. Packed in soft chewable
capsules and deliciously
flavoured with strawberry,
Centrum’s new formula
provides an all-rounded
support for children aged five
years and older.
Centrum® Kids Omega-3 Plus
retails at $35 and is available
at Guardian Health & Beauty,
Watsons, NTUC Unity Healthcare
stores as well as all leading
hospital pharmacies.

Flowers Over Eczema

Everyday Sun Protection

Suitable for newborns and pregnant ladies with sensitive or
itchy skin, Chrysanthemum Creamy Body Wash thoroughly
cleanses impurities while remaining gentle on the skin. Its
Chrysanthemum extract has detoxifying effects, Scutellaria
root extract soothes the skin, Moutan root extracts help prevent
allergies, Licorice root extract moisturises while Green tea
extracts improves
skin texture. To
further protect,
nourish and
calm itchy skin,
massage some
Chrysanthemum
Creamy Body
Lotion that keeps
the skin intensively
moisturised and
supple.

The sun, sand and sea might be great fun while it lasts but
it’s still important to protect your child’s sensitive skin from
prolonged sun exposure. Although sun exposure helps skin
to naturally produce Vitamin D, too much sun can lead to skin
conditions like pigmentation.
Daylong products like the Daylong Kids SPF 30+ Face &
Body Cream ($35.90) or the Daylong Kids SPF 50+ Face & Body
Lotion ($39.90) counter this by
offering all-round protection.
They have a natural and highly
effective protection against
UVB and UVA—specifically
designed for kids’ delicate
skin—and are free from
parabens and fragrance.

At $18.90 and $24.90
respectively, available
online at www.
heynature.com.sg.

Daylong is now
available at
National Skin
Centre, selected
Guardian, Unity
and Watsons
outlets.
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Share
Awardwinning
Right
Brain
School

Early Years
Foundation Building

People Impact IQEQ program is an award-winning life-skills
development program for children from 3 to 12 years old. It is
an all-in-one personality and brain development programme,
aiming to enhance children’s self-esteem, communication skills,
emotion management and other transferable skills to promote
academic and an all-round performance. People Impact
Singapore is currently opening registration to parents who are
keen to enrol their children for a trial class.
Interested parents, please email info@people-impact.com.sg with
your name and contact number or call (+65) 6451 4908. For more
information, please visit www.people-impact.com.sg.

Multiple
Intelligences
In today’s critical thinking
world, cookie-cutter learning
methods will no longer
cut it. The reason for this
is simple: not everyone
learns in the same way.
The Bibinogs curriculum
tackles this problem by
offering age-appropriate
and contextualised lessons
via the Multiple Intelligences
approach. It aims to develop
the child in a well-rounded
manner—from cognitive
awareness, numeracy, motor
and language skills, social
and emotional development,
creativity and appreciation
of the arts—so that your
little one can reach their
fullest potential with great
confidence, responsibility
and independence.

Heguru Education
Centre (One KM |
Sengkang) is a leading
brain development
school for children aged
6 months to 6 years
old. Using a right brain
training methodology
that is backed by over
30 years of extensive
research and practicum
in Japan, the lessons are
packed with a multitude
of over 50 different
stimulating activities in 60 to 90 minutes of never-ending fun for
the children.
World-class educators conduct the engaging lessons in
classes with a low teacher-student ratio, so each child get to
reap greater learning benefits. Its popular centres located in
One KM mall and Sengkang have received several awards from
local parenting magazines too, so you know you’re putting your
child in the right hands.
To find out more about the right brain training methodology, head on
to www.hegurueducation.com.sg.

Perfect 10
There’s a reason why we are called “10 10”. “10” sums up a
mother’s pregnancy period, and “0 to 10” also happens to be
the age range of kids we are passionate about. Simply put,
we’re a brand new retail chain that offers essential products
to prenatal and postnatal mothers, as well as kids from 0 to 10
years old. In fact, just about every little thing that mommies and
kids need. More simply put, we’re “10 10”!
10 10 Mother & Child Essentials is a retail concept fully devoted to
meeting the needs of new mother and her child.
Visit us @ www.1010motherchild.com.
City Square Mall #B2-46/46, Ph: 6509 1519
The Seletar Mall #B1-02/03, Ph: 6341 6129

Want to know more? Just
hop on over to their website
at www.bibinogs.com for
more information. Classes are
available in both English and
Mandarin.
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Style
Fashion for Kids
Transform your kids into miniature versions of you with stylish
garb from Camouflage! Expect to find apparels that are durable,
stylish and affordable for all occasions. From cute cheeky
rompers for the toddlers to designer-inspired fashionable
street-wears like girly smocked tops, graphic tees, ruffle skirts
and party dresses, your girls will have no lack of choice. Little
boys, too, will have plenty to choose from casual Bermuda
shorts and smart casual shirts, so wait no longer!
www.camouflage-kids.com

Making Mealtimes Fun
Here’s a quick fun fact: do you know that people tend to think
desserts served on white and round are sweeter and tastier?
Well, food presentation is just as important when it comes to
kids—especially when the food comes looking like Mickey or
Pooh Bear! So instead of serving your kids with food that looks
like any other boring adult food, why not encourage them to
eat up with these handy helpers from Axklusiv? Mealtimes will
never be a downright struggle again!
For enquiries please call
Axklusiv International at
6453 0893/ 6453 2093 or email
to enquiry@axklusiv.com.
www.axklusiv.com.

Happy Feet
Stepping Out Studios believe
that dance should be fun and
accessible to everybody. Our
100% CSTD exam pass rate
speaks for itself, but it’s not
what drives us, it’s simply a
consequence of having highly
qualified instructors with
experience, properly fitted yet
stunning studios and of course
happy, motivated students!
We have classes for all ages from 2
years old, so call us at 8183 1683 or
visit us at Level 8 City Square Mall
today!
Email: info@stepping-out.com.sg
Address: #08-05 City Square Mall,
Singapore 208539
Facebook: www.facebook.com/
SteppingOutStudiosSG
Website: steppingoutstudios.com.sg

Go(a)t Milk?
What makes goat milk a great alternative to cow’s milk? Well, for
one, it contains less protein than cow milk—making it a far less
allergenic food. It’s also easier to digest, due to lower levels of
long-chain fatty acids. Lactose intolerant? Then Fresco’s range
of calcium-rich goat milk may be your child’s food of choice
since it’s high in essential fatty acids that could aid in growth
and development.
Distributed by Kemena Enterprise Pte Ltd.
For more information, visit www.fresconutrition.co.nz, call 6858 0179
or email info-advice@kemena.com.sg.
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Save
Pests-Buster
Whether placed indoors or
outdoors, Antimos Repellent
is able to effectively repel
mosquitoes and cockroaches
with its non-toxic formulation.
Using Citronella as its main
ingredient, a lemon scented
smell is released through
its vapour once the cover is
opened. Each container can
protect an area of 80-100
square feet and last 21-28 days.

Baby Full
Month
Cakes
the first month birthday
marks an important
milestone for your
newborn. Celebrate this
special day with Choz
Confectionery’s baby full
month cake packages and share the joy with your family and
friends. Select from a range of delicious cakes and traditional
confectionery such as Ang Ku Kueh (red tortoise cakes), red
eggs, butter cakes, cupcakes, eclairs, and more.
Receive 1 complimentary box when you order 10 boxes of
baby full month cakes.
Call 6235 2281 to order or visit www.chozconfectionery.com for
more details.

Only Organic Puree
Are you looking for ready-to-eat baby brekkies that are
naturally sweet and easy to swallow? Then Only Organic’s
range of baby’s first foods could be what you’re looking for.
Made from a traditional recipe using organic fruit purees and
supergrain quinoa, it’s a great organic choice for babies who
are transitioning from liquids to solids.
Available at NTUC Fairprice supermarket, OG, Mothercare,
Babyonline, Vitakids, Meidi-ya supermarket, Taste Original,
Eat Organic, 1010 Mother & Child.

28-Day Essential Kit for
New Moms
Giving birth is an intense process with significant blood loss
and much energy expended, that’s why new moms need
the confinement period to recover and allow their bodies to
recuperate.
To help hassled moms-to-be with the confinement
preparations, Eu Yang Sang came up with a 28-day Essential
Kit. Conveniently packed with all the necessary soup and herb
nourishment, this kit also comes with a day-by-day nourishment
plan on what and when to eat over a 28-day period.
Eu Yan Sang 28-day Essential Kit for New Mum is available online at
EuYanSang.com.sg and selected Eu Yan Sang stores.
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9months

Expect

the UNEXPECTED

Life is unpredictable, which is why we
purchase insurance policies to safeguard
against the financial strain that illnesses
and accidents can inflict. This is even more
applicable when it comes to pregnant mothers
and their unborn children, especially in multiple
births. We compare the maternity insurance
packages available in the market to help
parents make an informed decision before the
birth of their child.
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AIA:
Family First Baby Cover

Prudential:
PRUfirst Gift

AXA:
Mom’s Advantage

OCBC:
MaxMaternity Care

All-in-one prenatal
insurance and savings plan
for expectant mothers from
18 weeks into pregnancy
and extends to your child
after birth
AIA Family First Baby plan
covers conception via IVF.

Prenatal insurance and
savings plan for expectant
mothers from 18 weeks
into pregnancy, and oﬀers
you the option to provide
for your child’s savings and
education needs through
investment after birth

Combination of investment
and medical protection
plans for expectant mothers
from 18 weeks into
pregnancy

The first maternity
protection plan that covers
expectant mothers from
13 weeks into pregnancy
and until 30 days after
delivery, has no investmentlinked component

Comprises of a regular
premium InvestmentLinked Policy (ILP) & the
AIA Family First Baby
Cover rider

Comprises of PRUmum2be
& PRUlink protection
plus account

Comprises of MumCare &
INSPIRE™ FlexiProtector /
INSPIRE™ FlexiSaver

Comes with a $108
insurance premium oﬀ-set
voucher which can be
used to purchase
SupremeHealth Plan for
your child after birth

Pregnancy
Complications Benefit:
$5000

Pregnancy
Complications Benefit:
$5000

Pregnancy
Complications Benefit:
$5000

Pregnancy
Complications Benefit:
$5000

Hospital Care Benefit for
hospitalisation due to
pregnancy complications:
$100 per day (max 30 days)
up to a limit of $3000

-

Hospital Care Benefit for
hospitalisation due to
pregnancy complications:
$100 per day (max 25 days)
up to a limit of $2500

Hospital Care Benefit for
hospitalisation due to
pregnancy complications:
$100 per day up to 30 days
per policy term

Hospital Care Benefit
for child:
$100 per day (max 30 days)
up to a limit of $3000 for
covered conditions

Hospital Care Benefit
for child:
$100 per day up to a limit
of $2500 for covered
conditions

Hospital Care Benefit
for child:
$100 per day (max 25 days)
for covered conditions

Hospital Care Benefit
for child:
$100 per day up to 30 days
per policy term for covered
conditions

Congenital Illness Benefit:
$5000 for 18 types of
congenital illnesses, payable
only once

Congenital Illness Benefit:
$5000 for 17 types of
congenital illnesses, payable
only once

Congenital Illness Benefit:
$5000 for 18 types of
congenital illnesses, payable
only once

Congenital Illness Benefit:
$5000 for 18 types of
congenital illnesses until 3rd
policy year

If the mother is carrying
twins in the same
pregnancy, this benefit will
extend to each child.

If the mother is carrying
more than 1 foetus in the
same pregnancy, this benefit
will extend to each child.

Death Benefit (mother):
$5000

Death Benefit (mother):
$5000

Death Benefit (mother):
$5000

Death, Total & Permanent
Disability / Terminal
Illness Benefit (mother):
$5000

Option to purchase a
new policy with a similar
cover without any medical
underwriting within 60
days from transfer of policy
cover to your child

Add on supplementary
benefits to child’s plan
within 12 months of
birth and enjoy one-time
20% discount oﬀ the 1st
year premiums

Incorporates automatic
inclusion of Critical
Illness rider when the policy
is transferred into your
child’s name

Customers need only pay
their premium once.

Disclaimer: This comparison table is for your reference only. For further details on the respective policies, please contact your agent for the
best information. All figures stated here are in SGD.
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9months

What’s in your

GROCERY

BASKET,
Mamma?
Creams, cakes, chocolates and fries can
only be occasional treats, even during
pregnancy. Because giving in to craving
too often may cost you more than just a
bumpy ride, warns Rashmi Ullas.
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P

regnancy is not an excuse for gorging on
forbidden foods or eating for 2; rather,
it’s the best time to think healthy. Read
on to see how you can make every calorie count!

STEP UP, SLOWLY
Only a well balanced diet can give your dumpling
and you the best that’s needed during pregnancy.
Experts agree that you need a few extra calories
to support life inside, but they also believe in
climbing the calorie ladder one step at a time.
In the first trimester, there’s practically no
need for extra calories because your baby gets his
nutrition from the yolk sac that’s attached to the
embryo. But, the diet will need to be tweaked to
increase the supply of protein, Vitamin C, iron,
calcium and folate.
As you walk through trimesters 2 and 3, you
will need 300 to 500 extra calories. This you can
achieve by adding 2.5 servings of grain foods and
an extra serving of lean meats and alternatives
per day.
Healthy food choices right from the start will
help your baby for many many years to come.
That’s why it’s recommended that you choose lean
meat over red, whole meal over refined, fruits and
veggies over juices and fries, and low-fat milk over
whole milk.

4 FOR HEALTH
Foods are put into four groups based on their
nutrient quotient. Including a variety of each of
these - rice and alternatives, fruits, vegetables, and
meat and alternatives – for each meal will cover
for all the nutrients your baby and you need.
Rice and alternatives are energy and fibre rich
foods. They also contain vitamins and minerals.
Fruits and vegetables are tasty and they
contain most minerals and vitamins, which are
required during pregnancy. They also include
dietary fibres, iron, Vitamin C and folate that are
needed for growth of cells and their reproduction.
Meat and alternatives are protein
powerhouses that are much needed for the baby’s
growth; literally, all cells in our bodies are made
from proteins!
Milk and alternatives have calcium that’s
needed for your growing baby’s bones and teeth.
Maintaining calcium levels are important because,
your baby will make sure he gets his share, even at
the cost of your body’s stores!

EATING FOR FITNESS
Yes, we can put on weight during pregnancy, but
only about 25 to 35 pounds, that too if we were
of ideal weight before conceiving. The demand for
calories increases gradually and you can win the
weight battle by eating right and staying fit.

EATING FOR THE FIRST
TRIMESTER
Your placenta will begin taking baby orders only
after 10-12 weeks and so you don’t need extra
calories until then. This is a good window period
to prepare for the days to come.
First of all, it is important to remain hydrated.
Dehydration can lead to spontaneous abortions!
Folate and iron are also needed from the start.
You can get your folate supply from beans, lentils,
spinach, asparagus, lettuce, avocado, broccoli,
mangoes, oranges and bread.
Iron can come from beef/chicken liver (in
moderation, because these also contain high
amounts of Vitamin A that causes birth defects at
this stage), pumpkin seeds, nuts, beans and pulses,
whole grains, fortified cereals and bran, dark leafy
vegetables (like spinach), tofu and dark chocolate.
There’s no escape from milk and alternatives
here or anywhere down the line!

First trimester is the toughest, especially for women who have
terrible morning sickness. Food aversions can make it hard to
eat anything at all! If you’re one of these unlucky women, try
some whole meal bread, low-fat flavoured yogurt or smoothies
with greek yogurt. If your calorie count has dropped too, you
can indulge in high calories (when you can stomach it), but
with caution!

EATING FOR THE SECOND
TRIMESTER
Second trimester is the ‘honeymoon period’ of
pregnancy; morning sickness is gone (for most
women), the baby inside is getting stronger and
has begun swimming around, and your energy
levels are returning.
Now’s the time to keep track of your diet
because your baby’s eating what you eat. You also
need to add the extra 300-350 calories to your
daily diet.
Load your plate with as many fruits and
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vegetables as you can. Food aversions may still
linger around for some. You can trick your taste
buds by playing with textures (like mashing
vegetables, baking them or sneaking them into
your favourite dish).
If you have a craving that doesn’t go away,
you can calm it down with healthy alternatives
like low-fat yogurt dip or air-fried snacks. Ice

creams once in a while are okay, as long as you
don’t load them with sugar syrup, chocolate
chips or other sinful add-ons.
You will still need the protein, folate, iron,
calcium and Vitamin C. And, you need water
and milk!

EATING FOR THE THIRD
TRIMESTER
You may be getting bigger, but your appetite
doesn’t. The growing tummy occupies most of
your stomach area, leaving little room for food.
Then there is the heartburn to deal with!
But you not only need to eat, you also need to
meet the higher calorie count (450-500 calories
per day). The best way to get through this is to eat
small, frequent meals.
Heartburns can be tackled by drinking milk
and the extra calories can come from nuts, healthy
alternatives of butter (like peanut butter), avocado
or a low fat snack (like canola bar).
Along with protein, folate, calcium, iron and
Vitamin C, you also need DHA, the omega-3
fatty acid that helps in baby’s brain development.
Fatty fish like anchovies, salmon, herring,
mackerel, tuna and halibut are excellent sources
of DHA.
Women who are vegetarian or have developed
an aversion to fish can meet their DHA demands
with fortified foods and supplements, egg,
flaxseeds (which contains ALA, another type of
fatty acid) and seaweed.

You’re ticket to healthy pregnancy!

Staying healthy during pregnancy is simple and pretty much
the same as staying healthy otherwise. The value-add here is
that your choices will carry on to your baby for many years to
come. You can make the diﬀerence by –
t &BUJOHIFBMUIZCBMBODFEEJFU
t *ODMVEJOHGPPETSJDIJODBMDJVN GPMBUFBOEJSPO
t "WPJEJOHDFSUBJOGPPET QSFTFSWBUJWFT BEEJUJWFT IJHI
fat-low fibre and sugar-rich foods) and drinks (alcohol,
caﬀeine, aerated drinks)
t (BJOJOHIFBMUIZXFJHIU
t $VUUJOHSJHIUCBDLPOBMDPIPM
t 2VJUUJOHTNPLJOH
t 5BLJOHGPMJDBDJETVQQMFNFOUTBOE%)"TVQQMFNFOUT
right from the start
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EAT SAFE
5SFBUJOHTJDLOFTTEVSJOHQSFHOBODZNBZOPUCF
easy; and so, it’s important to stay in the pink of
health.
You could start by making sure that the milk,
cheese and juices are pasteurised. Avoid eating
street foods unless they’re thoroughly heated and
prepared hygienically. Keep away from under–
cooked meat and parboiled eggs. Also make sure
that previously cooked meat is served piping hot.

TAKE IT EASY
Calorie counting is not mandatory during
pregnancy; what’s more important is to ensure
that all nutrients are wrapped up in your daily
meals. If you’re gaining the right amount of
weight, you should be doing just fine!
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The

early
bird

Many preterm births happen spontaneously and
have no clear cause. Since it can happen to any
expecting mum, read on…

E

very pregnant woman needs to have an
understanding of premature delivery as it is more
common than commonly known. In fact, more than
4000 babies were born prematurely in Singapore in 2012 alone.
Babies are considered premature if they are born before the
usual 38 to 42 weeks of gestation. They may need to spend a long
period in the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) and require
special baby care in the hospital and when they go home.

COULD YOUR BABY BE A PREEMIE?
In many cases, premature births are unexplained. However,
there have been some identified risk groups, which include:
t 'JSTUUJNFNPUIFSTPWFS
t 8PNFOXIPIBWFIBEQSFWJPVTQSFNBUVSFCJSUIT
t 8PNFOXIPBSFQSFHOBOUXJUINPSFUIBOPOFGPFUVT
t 5FFOBHFSTHJWJOHCJSUIGPSUIFmSTUUJNF
t 8PNFOXIPBSFQSFHOBOUKVTUNPOUITBGUFSUIFJSMBTU
pregnancy
Some lifestyle risk factors include:
t 4NPLJOH DBVTFTPGQSFNBUVSFCJSUIT
t &YDFTTJWFBMDPIPMPSPUIFSESVHDPOTVNQUJPO
t 1IZTJDBM TFYVBMPSFNPUJPOBMUSBVNB
t 4USFTT
t -BUFPSOPQSFOBUBMDBSF
And there are also medical risk factors, such as
t %JBCFUFT
t )JHICMPPEQSFTTVSF
t $MPUUJOHEJTPSEFST UISPNCPQIJMJB
t 6SJOBSZUSBDUJOGFDUJPOT
t 7BHJOBMJOGFDUJPOT
t 4FYVBMMZUSBOTNJUUFEJOGFDUJPOT
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t 0UIFSQSPCMFNTXJUIUIFVUFSVTPSDFSWJY
t #FJOHVOEFSXFJHIUPCFTF
t #JSUIEFGFDUTJOUIFGPFUVT
Having these risk factors does not mean you definitely
will have a premature birth, but it does increase the
likelihood of one.

RECOGNISING PRETERM LABOUR
1SFNBUVSFMBCPVSTJHOTBOETZNQUPNTJODMVEFUIFGPMMPXJOH
t "DPOUSBDUJPOFWFSZNJOVUFTPSNPSFPGUFOXJUIJOPOF
hour (five or more uterine contractions in an hour)
t 8BUFSZnVJEMFBLJOHGSPNZPVSWBHJOB DPVMEJOEJDBUFUIBU
your water bag is broken)
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t
t
t
t
t
t

.FOTUSVBMMJLFDSBNQT
-PX EVMMCBDLBDIF
1FMWJDQSFTTVSFUIBUGFFMTMJLFUIFCBCZJTQVTIJOHEPXO
"CEPNJOBMDSBNQTUIBUNBZPDDVSXJUIPSXJUIPVUEJBSSIPFB
6OVTVBMPSTVEEFOJODSFBTFPGWBHJOBMEJTDIBSHF
#MPPEGSPNZPVSWBHJOB

You don’t need to have all the symptoms to have preterm
MBCPS5BLFBDUJPOFWFOJGZPVIBWFPOMZPOF0ODFZPVWF
spotted signs or indications of preterm labour, stop what you’re
EPJOH3FTUPOZPVSMFGUTJEFGPSPOFIPVS%SJOLHMBTTFTPG
XBUFSPSKVJDF OPUDPĊFFPSTPEB 
If the symptoms get worse or do not go away after one hour,
it’s time to contact your doctor or go to the hospital. If the
symptoms go away, relax for the rest of the day. If the symptoms
stop but come back, again, you should call your doctor or head to
the hospital. Your doctor may examine the foetus via ultrasound
to see if delivery has to be carried out immediately.
If neither you nor the foetus is in danger, medication can
be used either to stop labour, to prevent infection or to help
your baby’s lungs develop more quickly in preparation for
CJSUI%SVHTUIBUSFMBYUIFVUFSVTNBZCFBENJOJTUFSFEUP
stop contractions.

POTENTIAL PREEMIE PROBLEMS
4PNFUJNFT EFTQJUFZPVSCFTUFĊPSUTZPVNBZTUJMMIBWFB
QSFNBUVSFCJSUI1SFNBUVSFCJSUITDBOCFBMPUUPIBOEMF
emotionally, especially if complications arise in your baby. And
when it happens, it may be too much for you to take in.
Thus, it is important to know and be prepared beforehand
for the possible risks to your preemie.
The more premature the baby is, the higher the risk of
possible complications, as the organs wouldn’t have had enough
time to develop.
8IJMFNBOZPGUIFTFDPNQMJDBUJPOTDBOCFEJBHOPTFEBOE
USFBUFE UIFZDBOPGUFOMFBEUPMPOHUFSNDPNQMJDBUJPOTXIFO
the baby grows. Some of the common problems include:
Jaundice – 1SFFNJFTBSFNPSFMJLFMZUPEFWFMPQKBVOEJDF
because their livers are too immature to remove a waste product
called bilirubin from their blood and are more susceptible to its
FĊFDUT*GCJMJSVCJOMFWFMTHFUUPPIJHI JUDBODBVTFCSBJOEBNBHF
Anaemia – 1SFFNJFTPGUFOEPOPUIBWFFOPVHISFECMPPE
cells and may develop feeding problems, or grow more slowly.
Anaemia can also worsen any heart or breathing problems.
Hypothermia – 1SFFNJFTPGUFOIBWFUSPVCMFDPOUSPMMJOHUIFJS
body temperature, as they don’t have enough body fat to prevent
the loss of heat. They may need to be kept in an incubator.

Infections – 1SFNBUVSFCBCJFTIBWFJNNBUVSFJNNVOF
TZTUFNTUIBUBSFJOFċDJFOUBUmHIUJOHPĊCBDUFSJB WJSVTFTBOE
other organisms that can cause infection. They can contract
these infections at birth from their mother, or after birth from
hospital surroundings. Common preemie infections in babies
include pneumonia, sepsis and meningitis. Infections are
treated with antibiotics or antiviral drugs.
Retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) – This eye problem is
NPTUDPNNPOJOCBCJFTCPSOCFGPSFXFFLTPGQSFHOBODZ301
is one of the most common causes of childhood vision loss and
DBOMFBEUPMJGFMPOHWJTJPOJNQBJSNFOUBOECMJOEOFTT"CPVU
PGUIFQSFNBUVSFCBCJFTCPSOJO4JOHBQPSFEFWFMPQ301
Respiratory distress syndrome (RDS) – This is a
TFSJPVTCSFBUIJOHQSPCMFNUIBUBĊFDUTNBJOMZCBCJFTCPSO
before 34 weeks of pregnancy mostly because their lungs are
not fully developed. Thus the preemie may need a respirator to
breathe for them while their lungs mature.
Apnea – 1SFNBUVSFCBCJFTTPNFUJNFTTUPQCSFBUIJOHGPS
20 seconds or more and need to be constantly monitored to
see if they stop breathing. They may need stimulation for
consistent breathing.
Intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH) – Bleeding in
the brain is most common in babies born before 32 weeks
of pregnancy and can cause pressure in the brain and brain
EBNBHF%PDUPSTNBZOFFEUPJOTFSUBUVCFJOUPUIFCSBJOUP
ESBJOUIFnVJEUPSFEVDFnVJECVJMEVQ*7)JTBMTPBSJTLGBDUPS
for cerebral palsy.
Patent ductus arteriosus (PDA) – This heart problem
is common in preemies and if untreated can lead to heart
GBJMVSF1SFFNJFTXJUI1%"BSFUSFBUFEXJUIBESVHUIBUIFMQT
close the ductus, and with surgery if this is unsuccessful.
Necrotising enterocolitis (NEC) – This intestinal
problem can lead to feeding diﬃculties, abdominal swelling
BOEPUIFSDPNQMJDBUJPOT"ĊFDUFECBCJFTOFFEUPCFUSFBUFE
with antibiotics and fed intravenously to allow the bowel to
heal. Sometimes surgery is needed to remove damaged sections
of the intestine.
Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) – This chronic
MVOHEJTFBTFNPTUDPNNPOMZBĊFDUTQSFFNJFTXIPSFRVJSF
ongoing treatment with supplemental oxygen. They can develop
nVJEJOUIFMVOHT TDBSSJOHBOEMVOHEBNBHF
So you see, getting proper prenatal care will greatly help
you in preventing possible problems that can lead to premature
EFMJWFSZ5BLFFYUSBDBSFVOUJM%FMJWFSZ%BZ
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medical Q&A

ask the

DOCTOR
Dr. Arthur Tseng

MBChB Honours (Sheffield, UK)
MRCOG (London, UK)
Consultant
Obstetrician & Gynaecologist,
Urogynaecoligist

Q:

SHOULD I GO FOR
NATURAL OR EPIDURAL
WHEN GIVING BIRTH?
In modern medicine, the idea that women
should suﬀer pain during labour is
abhorrent. As such, almost all obstetricians
will suggest using an epidural during
labour. Epidurals are associated with better
outcomes in labour. The duration of labour
is reduced due to relaxation of the pelvic
floor muscles.
The mother is rested during labour,
so that she can push optimally when
required. As the mother isn’t distracted
by pain, she is able to focus and cooperate
with her obstetrician to achieve an optimal
outcome. The baby comes out more awake,
more alert and healthier; as there are less
stress hormones from the mother when she
is not in pain, and the epidural allows for
increased blood flow, which helps the baby
to get enough oxygen.
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Q:

WHAT ARE THE SIDE
EFFECTS OF EPIDURAL?

The common side eﬀects are mild shivering
and nausea with occasional vomiting. The
anaesthetist performing the epidural can
control these side eﬀects. Very occasionally,
the blood pressure may drop temporarily,
but adequate hydration corrects that easily.
There is a small risk of getting headaches and
incomplete blocks.
The most worrisome to ladies is the risk of
backache. There have been very good studies
looking at whether epidurals do cause it.
The consensus is that it does not. The lack
of post-natal exercise, especially core-body
strengthening regimes, is the main culprit. So
mothers need some “me time” to get back into
shape, and feel good about themselves.

Q:

HOW MUCH WEIGHT
IS A HEALTHY WEIGHT
GAIN DURING PREGNANCY?
This varies, but as a general rule, weight
gain between 7 to 14 kg is acceptable.
What is suggested is eating healthy with
plenty of good protein and vegetables, and
less high glycemic index carbohydrates. So
please avoid the sugary stuﬀ!

e are a clinic specialising in providing care for omen in the areas of obstetrics
and gynaecology urogynaeology and pelvic reconstructive surgery.
e believe in providing the best possible care building on trust and empo ering
our patients ith in depth revie and discussion of their obstetric or gynaecological
conditions hilst offering the best possible treatments available in a balanced
constructive manner ithin a conducive arm and caring environment.
Disclaimer: The advice offered by the featured expert should not be misinterpreted to be a recommendation of any product. This column provides the
opinions of specialists and readers should consult their own doctors if they should have further enquiries.
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WIN products worth $100!

finishing act

Email us your 400-500 word story on your
parenting experience to lilian@pinghealthcare.com
and you might be featured on our last page!

L|ve to love you

Mom, at 1, I adored you, at 16, found you
annoying,
at 18, hated having you around, at 25, thought you were
right and at 32, regret despising you. You were and will
always be the best. This one’s for you…
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By Rashmi Ullas
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